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ALKUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO,

VOLUME 20
NICHOLAS

Mi ID AY EVENING, FKIJKUAHY 2. 1JK)(J.
TAINTED MONEY AGAIN
DOUBT ENDED

OPERATORS AND

TO

THE PEASANTS

MINERS AT OUTS

Czar Believing Renewal Convention

Adjourns-N-

Effort at Compromise

at Hand

Between Parties.

NEW

MARRIED SURE

o

of Disorder is Close

NUMlSElt 31
CLAIMANT

OLD INCUMBENT

Certificate is Filed Which Raynolds and Dame in
Puts End to Any FurWashington, Perhaps

ther Denial.

About Same Office

ADDRESSES THE PEASANTRY EACH CHARGES THE OTHER

BRIDE

Makes Promises of Relief , but With Being Cause of Rupture

Only Reason For Disclaiming House and Senate Both ConDeed Was Not Yet
sider Railway Rate

They Must

Though Operators Seem
Most Defiant.

Observe
Propery Rights.

GERMAN BAVKtR IS THREATENED

ONE

MINER

PROVtS

SAYS

SHE IS HAPPY ANDREWS

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2. The coal
St. Petersburg, Feb. 2. In view of
profound impression prevailing operators and miners of the central
among the nobility memliers of the competitive and southwest districts
zemstvos, and other classes, which met in a Joint conference today to
are In direct touch with the peasants, finally settle the question as to wheth- that spring will witness a renewal of er an agreement was possible. Fres- -'
disorders throughout the country on ident Mitchell announced that the
a larger wale, the emperor 'has ad- miners had refused to accept a contindressed a plain,
mandate uance of the present scale. F. L. Rob-bin- s,
of IMUsburg, moved that the
to the. peasantry, setting forth that
scale be affirmed with the
the rights, of property are sacred and presentprocess
same
and conditions for the
that the peasants will be violating his .year
beginning April 1. Taylor, an
will if they attempt to enter Into posmoved as an amendsession of private lands. At the same Illinois operator, proposition
that had
time, his majesty assures the peas ment the same
previously offered and rejected.
ants that with the
of the been
was lost, the oper
national assembly he will Institute The amendment
ana
ators
voting
sonaiy. kod-biminers
measures for their relief.
then took the floor. He said he
wanted to go on record as It seemed
BEEN THREATENED BUT
the
future of the Interstate move13 NOT FRIGHTENED.
was in .peril.
ment
Berlin, Feb. 2. Replying to an inMitchell Replies to Robbins.
quiry today regarding the report that
Mitchell answered Robbins and in
he had been condemned to death by closing
we have come to the
the Russian revolutionists, for fur- parting said:
of the ways, and It seems to
nishing financial assistance to the me
that the only thing left to do is to
government of Russia, Herr Mendell-B9oh- n, go home
try to overcome
and
head of the banking house. of these seeminglythere
insurmountable obMendellseohn & Co., Bald:
We deeply regret the necessity
"I have received many threatening stacles.
such a step, but we feel that the
for
letters from Russian revolutionists time has come when you can give us
since the revolutionary movement be- an advance
in wages without damaggan. The latest was a sentence to ing your property
interests to any
death, with a coffin and 6kull and considerable extent."
cross-bonpictured on the commun- I E. II. Penna, an Indiana operator,
ication. This was b1x weeks ago, but said: "It looks as though a split is
I have not been molested though Berthe joint confer
inevitable and
lin Is full of Russians. I do not attach ence movement that
has failed. If this inany Importance to the threats."
stitution has to break up," he continued, "and It has come to the point
ANOTHER PRIZE FIGHT
one party roust control the mines
that
IS NOW ON THE CARPET. of this country, that party will be the
Colma, Cal., Feb. 2. Mike Schreck party which owns the property. There
of Cincinnati and Joha Willie of Chi- will be hardships, but the owners of
cago, will fight twenty-fiv- e
rounds be- I the property must control It."
fore the Colma Athletic Club this
Vice President T. L. Lewis, of the
evening. Everything is in readiness Mine Workers, said that the miners
for the battle and the two contestants realised that while the movement had
.are said to be In condition for a fierce Ibeen
beneficial, they were opposed to
and vigorous battle. This match is iany compromise whicu would deny a
an outcome of the Schreck-Kaufma- n
rightful wage scale, and if that is
negotiations" which fell through on ac- denied us," said he, "the responsibicount of BlUy Delaney's unwillingness lity for an industrial war must rest
to allow his charge, Kaufman, to take where It belongs.
part In a fight with Schreck or anyJudas in the Camp.
one else, until he has had a complete
There was considerable excitement
Test.
had
have
and
Willie
Schreck
when Dolan voted "yes" and his vote
one meeting before this, and its end- was challenged.
Dolan arose and
ing, through the incompetency of the said: "I have authority to cast the
referee, was most unsatisfactory to vote for the Pennsylvania miners aud
the fans.
until that right, is taken from me I
yes." There were cries of "no,"
vote
ANOTHER MURDERER
him out."
land
"throw
8WINGS FOR CRIME.
Mitchell said that the convention of
Washington, P. C, Feb. 2. William ' miners
had decided to refuse the pro-- !
Walter Hamilton, a negro, convicted position just presented, and so he
of the murder of Lizzie Lyman, on voted "no." Robinson said that the
June 20, 1904, was hanged this morn- 'miiiers had a right to vote by states
ing at the District Jail to expiate his until
president of the miners' ascrime. Hamilton remained calm to sumedthe
position of dictator. Mitchthe
the very end and there was no hitch ell said be assumed no such position.
in the execution.
There was further dispute as to Do- -'
Hamilton had two trials. The first lan's right to vote, and the chair susverdict of murder in thp first degree tained the right, but the motion was
was set aside on a technicality, and declared lost. The conference
a new trial granted, which resulted
in 6ome confusion.
in a conviction. Sentence was passed
Convention Called Again.
National
fixing the execution for November 10,
conference ot coal miners
The
Joint
last, but owing to the pending of an and operators adjourned sine die at
Apappeal to the District Court of
j
11:40 today, after the chair bad
peals, the hanging was postponed. The
as lost the motion by F. L,
JudgCourt of Appeals confirmed the
a PlttSDurg operator, mm
Kohhlns,
ment of the lower court, however, and the present wage scale be continued.
the execution was set for today.
Patrick Dolan, president of the Pennsylvania miners, voted for the miners
FEDERATED WOMEN'S
district in favor of the moCLUBS HOLD MEETING. of thatwhich
did not carry it, as a
New York. Feb. 2. The annual tion,
vote was required. Presiconvention of the New York City Fed- unanimous
dent Mitchell, of the miners, at once
eration of Women's Clubs opened here called
the national convention to meet
at the Hotel Astor this morning, with
a large attendance. The morning ses- at 2 p. m.
sion was devoted to the welcoming of QUEEN ALEXANDRA GOES
the delegates and a msume of the
TO FATHER'S FUNERAL.
work done during the laH year. The
London. Feb. 2. Queen Alexandra
convention also appointed n number
her suite left Iudon this morn
of committees and transacted routine and
will
In the afternoon session ing for Copenhagen, where she
business.
the funeral of her father, the
three directors, from the boroughs of attend
Queens and Richmond late king Christian, of Denmark.
Manhattan.
will be elected, and some proposed PITTSBURG BROKERS
changes of the constitution taken up
MAKE AN ASSIGNMENT.
for dlscuKslon. After that there will
Pittsburg, Feb. 2. Fred L. Fast &
be a fine musical program and ad- Co.,
brokers, made a voluntary asdresses by prominent speakers.
signment today. The firm is not a
member or the piilsnurg biock ex-- I
Lead and Copper.
New York, Feb. 2. Lead and cop change. Liabllitb-- given at $100,0n0,
and assets are said to be equal,
per quiet and unchanged.
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"I accepted the place ot, trustee of the Ryan stock Sieving that I was performing a public duty in restoring contldence to the Equitable. I now fear that I am being usod as a screen between the law aud those
who have gone wrong."

CLEVELAND.

G ROVER

s

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2.-- Dela-ga-te
Andrews was today before th
committee urging the bill for making
Albuquerque a customs port and giving it a custom house.
Delegate Andrews accompanied J.
W. Raynolds, secretary of New Mexico, before the internor department
today. It Is well understood that Mr."
Raynolds 1s here to reply to charge
which have beeu filed against him.
Captain W. K. Dame, clerk of the
Second Judicial district for New Me-Icwho Is in the city, called today
on his former Rough Rider commander, now President Roosevelt, professedly to pay his respeots and talk
of old times, but there are those who
do not heBliate to say that he is hot
foot after the office of secretary fo
New Mexico, should Mr. Raynolds aat
be able to make good.
o,

HOUSE LOOKS INTO OLD
CUSTOM HOUSE SCANDAL.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. Representative Sulzer today introduced m
resolution la the house calling upoa
the attorney general for lnformatio
as to when the government executed,
a deed for the custom property ia
Wall street, New York. The deed I
said never to have been recorded la
the county of New York. Other fact
are asked for in connection with th
transfer of custom house property tar
the National City bank. In explanation of the purpose of the reaolutioa,
Sulzer said that the bank la dodging
taxes. He charged that the sale of
property to the bank was scandalous,
as the property Is said to be worth;
110,000,000, while the bank agreed to
pay only $3,325,000, and has not paid
anything yet. ,
Speeches on Railroad Bill.
Before proceeding to consideration,
of the railroad rate bill today, th
bouse passed a bill extending the public land laws to a tract of land tea
miles square In Wyoming, ceded to
the government by the Shoshone and
Arapahoe
Representative
Indians.
Thomas, of North Carolina, opened
the discussion on the rate bill, mak- Ing an argument in Its favor. Representative Golden of New York, and
Burton of Ohio, also made speeches la
bl
fav0 of

Morris. Khan E. Olcott. J. W. Pear
sail. William Jay Chieffelin. Charles
A. Schieren. William H. Van Steen-berg- a,
William Ives Washburn ",tj M.
Williams.
Among- those who will ds yer addresses at the banquet wll'jt? Uishop
Greer, Ilishop Fowler, the Rev. Dr.
M. R. Hutton, the Rev. Dr. Arthur
J. Brown, Robert J. Ogden and other
distinguished men.
The two com
Tuang Fang, viceroy of
After Nearly Six Years of Legal Resistance, Tool missioners,
SUCCESSFUL TEST REPORTED
Fuklen and Cheng-Kianand
assistant secretary of state,
OF A NEW. AIR SHIP.
will speak through their interpreter,
of Infamous Political Clique Begins Life
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 2. The Informaand it is expected that President But- tion has been given out that a test
ler of Columbia wjll answer the toast
a new airship will be made toSentence in
on "Education," and Morris K. Jes- - with
day, which was invented by Fred
sup on "Commerce and Banking." Sir Stegman
of Hartweil, In this county,
Chentung
the Chinese a conductor on the Mill Creek- - Valley
minister,
In
has
also
Howard
lived
Feb.Ky..
teacher.
school
Invited,
the
been
and
Frankfort.
street car line. Several Cincinnati
early be may bo among the speakers.
capitalists are said to be Interested
Howard, convicted af the murder of mountains aa.bin
Ken
In. the Tentare, and It is mderstood
Wm. Ooebel. arrived at the Frankfort tucky
a
that, they are well satisfied with the
penitentiary, today, to spend Ihe rest deputy sheriff of Clay county, then a THE COAL MINERS' STRIKE
results of the trials heretofore made
fo his life there, unless some unex- school teacher, lawyer, general storeDOES NOT AFFECT GALLUP by Stegman. Several times Hartweil
government
revenue
keeper
In
the
people have reported seeing an impected turn of fortune liberates him.
service, and finally assessor of Clay
mense body floating over the suburb,
He Is one of the most Interesting county, which he held when he be'
1
r
hut not until now has It become known
characters that ever crossed the came Involved in the Ooebel trouble.
that the "Immense object" was Steg
The strike of soft coal miners
threshold-o- f
the penitentiary and his
or
Kentucky
a
Howard Ir a victim
f which went Into, effect In the or-- man's airship, making trial trips. The
arrival caused considerable stir among
were the circumstances
" '
" uH overcome
Kanizen aiBincis or ine east to- the peoplo of this city in general and feud, whatever
in
He was
of the killing of Ooebel.
the difficulty in steering met by other
day, will not effect the McKInley
the prison officials in particular.
Inventors.
mo unt-- mm mo
county mines, as me miners em- After spending nearly six years In Frankfort, the day Ooebel was shot,
airship is directed by stepping from SENATE
ployed at them are not organized,
Jail, standing three trials and fight- trying to procure a pardon for killing
IS WRESTLING
S.
George
Taylor, then
Iiaker from W.
airsmp 10 tne otner,
Although the people of Now Mex- - ir!"ne pn( r '
ing his case through the supreme
WITH RAILROAD REBATE.
Ico have gone through the throes "th"f! changing the balance of weight.
Tourt, Howard was defeated in his governor of Kentucky. The prosecu-to
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. The sen.
'
Th0
for n? test t01a'r
of a coal famine during the past
struggle for liberty and the supreme tion has maintained that he was
on Interstate commero
bteg,T.?,n Ut" .IV1! 11 ,sJbe" ate committee
winter and have not yet been sup- court confirmed the Judgment of the get the pardon for killing Ooebel.
faa
e unter- - today agreed to vote upon the various
Howard has maintained that in this
Ah,ftt
plied with a full and sufficient vA1
Kentucky courts.
flKht,vI'
some high railroad rate bills on February IS.
quantity of the fuel, they have
Howard never lost his nerve for a Beeming connection he was a victim
iaon
There are threo measures being pressCreek
single moment. He was cheerful on of circumstances.
X?1
not the harrowingi? effects of a
Tilev. The capitalists Interested In the ed for consideration the Dolllver- n,,,., ,i
feud broke out
The Raker-Howar- d
his way to the penitentiary, and, upon
airship navigation scheme will be Clapp bill, the Elklns bill, and th
his arrival, as he was on the first day in 1837. The Rakers, one day. am- I
' o r . 7T
'
Z- present,
but the place of starting has Foraker bill. The measure which saall
of his arrest, and said, he was con- bushed Jim Howard's father and two Ikept seoret to avoid the gather- - reonive the largest number of vote
6.
fident that be would eventually be brothers, killing the brothers and desin of a large crowd.
.
will be reported to the senate as th
Jim
perately Wounding the father.
vindicated and liberated.
majority measure.
It is likely that
In many ways Howard Is the most Howard, as soon as he heard of it,
both of the other bills will be given
picturesque figure of the Ooebel mur- mounted his horse and rode to the
to the senate In minority reports.
der cases. The commonwealth repre- ambush him, and that he escaped by
sented him as the typical mountain ambush him, and tha the escaped by
JOHN PAUL MILLER
feud fighter aud dead shot, who went j using his horse as a shield. In the enCET8 EXECUTIVE FAVOR.
to Frankfort to kill Goebel, in return cuunier ne snoi ueorgB imser uj
Washington, D. C. Feb. 2. Th
for a pardon for having killed George death.
president today pardoned Midshipman.
Howard was lndlcled for the murBaker in a feud. Personally, Howard
John Paul Miller, of Kentucky, redoes not fill the Idea of such a person der of Ooebel In April. 1900. He was
cently convicted of hazing at the Anat all. He would never have been then in Clay county, where be might
napolis naval academy. Miller's
taken for a desperate man from the have remained Indefinitely, as the
record was the reason.
and
are republican,
mountains. He Is handsome and of mountaineers
distinguished appearance, of fine phy- would have afforded him protection
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. It Is derod and charging for the long route. DECIDED
CHANGES OF
sique and unusually graceful, with against an army, hut In the month of expected that some provision of law The appropriations committee of the
WEATHER IN NEW YORK.
easy manners. He looks like a man May, Howard went to Frankfort, and will be made at the present session house of representatives
conducted
New York, Feb. 2. The mild weathHis first, real trial re- of congress to limit travel on the part an inventigation of this matter
of fine Intellect and a student In- surrendered.
lately, er of the last few weeks waa broken
deed, he has been a student for five sulted In a sentence of death, his sec- of ,u my otlicers. The amount
of occasioned by a request for $100,000 today
and a temperature of 15 deyears, as during his Imprisonment he ond of life imprisonment, both being money paid out for mileage of officers from the war dopartment to pay acgrees above registered at 10 o'clock
has devoted his time to perfecting reversed. The third verdict was life who travel under orders has reached cumulated mileage accounts.
this morning. In the Adirondack reimprisonment and was sustained by such proportions that each year there
himself in law.
It is said that Secretary Taft heard
40
Howard was born in Clay county, the supreme court of thf state and the Is a deficiency, and this year the out- of the request of the Philippine trip gion the temperature dropped
and at Buffalo the register wa
forty years ago. His father was a supreme court of th United States.
lay is heavier than ever. There has party for mileage accounts.
He was 1 below zero.
been evident in the House and Senate In Now York at the time and lost uo
Military Committees a desire to know time la gutting to the long distance
St. Louis Wool Market.
all the facts concerning the mileage I 'phone and ordering those accounts
St. Louis, Mo Feb. 2. Wool saarw
system, nnd It is believed the lituila- - i withdrawn
ket steady and unchanged.
turns can be put on the amount of I
travel, especially in such cases as
permitting otlicers to return from the
Philippines by way of Europe. The
War Department authorilieg say there
is Hit;. of this round about travel, and
that, whenever it lias been authorized
there were good reasons, which could
published, for such a
Boston, Mass Feb. 2 Today Is the also gained a foot h id in the Philip-- 1 not always be
oining route. It Is also said that
anniversary of the found- pines. Nearly two thousand societies: l:o.i..
twenty-fift- h
is little of this extra travel, and
have reported an increase of 25 per, there economy
ing of the Young Peoples Society of cent
should bo practiced In
thoua-- ' that
In local member-hip- .
Ten
Christian Endeavor, and the day will and societies have reported a total of, other directions. It has been found
New York,Fou. 2 Plattsburg Dar- - troops proceed from one point to
bo celebrated all over the world by tho 1500,000 In gifts to ho mission boards ii;'!:.''i!t however, to Impose any reNew York, will be one of tho other by marching them, than It would
nearly To.imo societies, with about of their denominations to their local s' i let ions 111 this respect, such as the
of recommendations from seven or eight large camps In this to transport them by rail, as there la
S.aiiu.ooii members and by the numercauses,
churches
miscellaneous
to
and
department commanders and head country next summer, where the en- - a scarcity of wagons, aud the cost of
ous Endeavor unions, local, county,
The next
convention the
ii(
coris who are anxious that tire army, with the exception of the that class of transportation Is cousid- state and national.
will be held from July 28th to August1
coast artillery,
win be mobilized, erable.
At most nlaces where It bs
Each society will celebrate the day 1st. at Geneva. Switzerland, In con- - the.f subordinates should make cerin some way. In nearly all the cities necllon with
tain trips. At the same time It Is con- provided a recommendation of Gen- proposed to hold the camps it Is beChristian
World's
thb
sidered necessary to exercise greater eral Hates, chief of staff of the army, lieved there will be sufficient ground
where there are brandies of the or- Endeavor Convention.
economy in the disbursements for Is carried out. The idea has the en- within the limits of the reservation
ganization, meetings will be held and
'- dorsement of President Roosevelt, who
to engage In maneuvres. It may be
army mileage, and It would not
funds collected for the proposed me- FOREIGN MISSION BOARD
army otlicers to learn that new has held that the service did not get necessary In some cases, however, to
morial in honor of Dr. Francis R
;11
DINES CHINESE ENVOYS. rules
shortly be adopted to this enough work in the field. The entire rent additional territory, and at t'aose
Clark, the founder of the organizaNew York, Feb. 2. The Foreign end, even if congress does not enact cavalry, iufantry aud field artillery places where the reservation is not
It is proposed to erect a metion.
branches of the army win be brought stilticieutly extensive for such purmorial buildiug, which Is to be utilized Missions Board, having headquarters special legislation on tho subject.
together on government reservations, poses aud additional land Is not obheadquarters in .this city, will give a dinner to the
international
Other Side of Question.
as an
a.
tainable, the troops will merely drill
On the other hand, it is claimed such as Plattsburg liarracks.
building and It Is planned to raise Imperial Commissioners, who have
Indianapolis, and have other similar exercises. It
Fort Riley,
of
day small Instances
the money required by gifts averaging been appointed by the Chinese em- that ewry coining
Cheyenne,
to light, involving
Fort Clark aud American is planned by General Ilatea to have)
25 cents each, or cue cent for each peror and the dowacr empress, and grid are'
has Ijike, and possibly some place in the troops actually in camp for thre
yijar of the society's existence from who are thcms.'lws governors of .dlicers of the regular army. It Ed-H.
Col. Clarence
ii that
i southern California. It Is planned to .months, or away from their posts for
each member of the organization, in provinces In China, to Investigate o,u
four aud one-hamonths. lu
conectlon with other large gifts from such Institutions of America as may ward chief or tno nuruau or insular have tho troops proceed to their in- Edio,
with several spectlve camps by marching, tho
this scheme there Is no provision for
be of service to the Chinese govern- affair.- - and MaJ.
wealthy friends of the work.
more
wero
not
grown
rapidly
a
fantry
to
in ment. The dinner will take place at oM.er "Hi''
share of the natloual guard, aj-who
commands
members of
march
The society 1ms
this country and all over the world the Waldorf-Astori- a
this evening, nnd ,1. T..1I I." rtv which visited the Phil-- 1 than two hundred miles, going and though that will be possible If the
during the pnst few years. During will be unusually Interesting and im- tn i in. s last summer, have tried to coming, and the mounted troops to state authorities choose to draw upoa
forty-si- x
e
both ways, although cover three hundred or three hundred the mint la fund for this purpose.
states portant.
,
i
the last two
The details are now being prepared
John W. Foster will preside at the they tr.'.v, .I free on a government and fifty miles. This will not be an
and territories of ih Fnite.l States
j economical
measure, by any means. under tho direction og Otmeral Bates,
and provinces ol Canada have gained banquet. The Committee on Arrange- - t ran port,
It n riseovored, have and Is not to b" ndjptcfl
r-with any who Is very enthusiastic over the pro- r
N
more than 10 per cent in the number meuts Is composed of fVmllw
As a matter of ject, and is bac'.;e1 ry irtry
of.
ablt of making circuitous such understanding.
m '!
t!os. ITaw'ti '. is ga!ned Wis. William Duller-- , Jr.. Frank Hur- of their
it costs much more to have ttieicers of the general staff.
ChriMiuii Endeavor has vey Field. Willis McIouald, Henry L. trips t" P at-- , to which they were
116 percent.
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CONGRESS IS LOOKING

INTO ARMY

MILEAGE

or

EVENTS OF IMPORTANCE
IN

ARMY CONCENTRATION

RELIGIOUS WORLD

INTO FEW BARRACKS

,

(

COMMISSION MAKES

BY IT MIDDY GETS PARDON ON REC02D

THE GROOM GIVES HIS
VERSION OF AFFAIR.
New York, Feb. 2. Wilson Mizner,
the young San Franciscan, who says
that on Tuesday night he married Mrs.
Charles T. Yerkes. in her home t 864
Fifth avenue, returned to the Hotel
Astor at midnight last night, after
several hours absence, and said to
the reporters:
"I have Just paid a visit to Mrs.
Mlzner at her home, No, 864 Fifth
avenue. We had a long talk and
canvassed the situation thoroughly. I
tried to persuixde her to see "you
newspaper men at least once, and settle the whole business. She would
uot do It tonight, but she may give
cut a statement tomorrow."
Mlzner said that the reason Mrs.
erkes denied the marriage was
she did not wish It known for
some tlm and when she discovered
that It had leaked out, the at first
denied It, and now does not like to
go back on her statement."

ns

I

STOOD

New York, Feb. 2. All doubt as to
the marriage of Mrs. Charles T. Yer-k.to Wilson Mlzner waa set at rest
today by the filing of the certificate
of marriage.
In addition, one news
paper quotes Mrs. Yerkes as saying:
"All I can say la that I am happily
married."

the
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SAYING NO

WORKING

Legislation.

Ready.

RECREANT

STILL

an-rac-

,

PHILIPPINE REPORT
c- P1'Tte
Wanking'"".
In
his report to the
general,
coventor
made public
Philippine
today, Mates:
With the except ;ii of the provinces
of Cavil'. UaLingAs and Saniar, peace
and order hare generally prevailed
throughout thu islands. Except Ui
of lawthese province the instances insignifilessness haw been few and
The will and
cant.
hill men of ijjmar, fir- d by the fanatw ho
ical to .chines of ;ui old Filipino,
who
Pope" Iiulari,
called himself
supplied tne soldiers with charms
which tney
called
were told rendered I hem Invulnerable
under the
to bullets, bunded ' Yetn-bhiewd aud undirection or several
scrupulous le.jj.r--- . Koiue of whom had
been outlaws from Spanish times, and
i iuuks upon the Isobegan a
of constabulary
lated detachments
-

s

-

anting-antiug."-

'

r

tt-ri-

and the peaceful and Inoffensive people who did not want to join them,
in which they committed many cruelties and barbarities.
The governor general and two members of the Philippine commission
niado a personal visit to the island of
Saniar and held a number of hearings with the people and otticlals, from
wiiich It appeared that the discontent
it the people was largely if not wholly
caused by the fact t.tiat'the local officials of the coast towns were acting
as the agents of the large export
house In Manila for the purchase of
lump, the principal product of "the island, and that in many cases they had
not deait fairly with the poor, ignorant neoDle who inhabited the more
remote barrios and the bill country,
:is they lo"k Ahmr hemp at a merely
nominal va'uaMon an.l very mtu-- below ihe market value and turned it in
to the export houses at the market
h
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at Prmfnflr far tranamlaafnn through ttia
eond cUm matter.

anatla aa

Christian IV.. Denmark's dead king,
was the m.st respected monarch in
Europe. Mo was looked up to by
U NIC N Nffi) LA BE L
other rulers and venerated hy hla own
Danes, not for his age or long reign,
lint for lila goodness, of heart.
As a lxiy. !h had no expectations
Official Paper of Bernalillo County of a throne. Ills father dying when
and City of Albuquerque.
the lad was 13 years old. committed
him ti the ci're of his relative. ChrisAtaaclatos' Pirn sftrrneoa. Diipitchi.
tian VIII., who adopted him. That
largwt City ti.d County Circulation.
The Urrt Npw Mnk ClrtulaHoa.
king's two sons died and the foster
larfrf$t Nrr1hr Arizona Circulating. son was declared heir to the throne,
lleroro he became King, Christian IX.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
had a hard time making both ends
STi.no
In
yrar
mail,
advanre..
one
faihr hj
meet, and It Is said he taught.
flatly try mail, pvr mimth ..
2.(K
King Christian's only war'was his
Weekly by mail. on year..
greatest mlBtake and ho never ee;ised
6y Carrier, 60c per month to grieve over It. Ho was little to
the conflict resulted
in tbr Mame because,
Ttir Etknino OtTirFM will b
etty at lha km rate of zu renU per week, or for 6U from his sanctioning the foolish and
in
renta per month, when tawl monthly.
wrongful art of his predecessor
altering the constitution of
Advertising Rates Made Known on Application
to the detriment of Its
undeniable constitutional connection
8ufcfrriWrt will confer a furor by notifying u
ivrry of the niiper.
l
Rvrrtiat.? on any
with Germany,
seized the. opportunity.
Bismarck
All lettrm nd remittnrep should l ar1ilrrMd lo
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Kin; Christian Frederick, born
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Louise, of
and Norway, July 28,
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Several Houses for

FJ0JJENT

for housekeep
ing. 624 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. C24 South Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished front room in
a private family. Board if desired.
1102 North Second street.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms.
single and en suite. Call 519 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maetas.
FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent: one hour's drive from
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
Electric
for ligh thousekeeping.
lights and use of bath. 617 South
Edith street.
FOR RENT Nice, neatly furnished
rooms: also suite of unfurnished
rooms In most desirable location
424 South Edith street.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping: also nice sleep
ing rooms. All modern conven
iences. 517 Broadway.
brick
FOR RENT The nine-roohouse, with bath and laundry, at 211
North Fifth street. Excellent 1')
boarding o:
cation for
rooming house. Address, Mayiu.r
Gunsnl.
FOR RENT

The Ethel Tucker Stock company
liau been receiving good press notices
at all its different stands in the west,
and the company Is said to contain
ome very capable repertoire actors.
For those who have a penchant for
c
of
pi ays, with plenty
blood and thunder, this company li
qualified to give perfect satisfaction.
O
"The White Feather." the great
production
spectacular
American
which has been playing the Pacific
coast for some time past, may pay
Albuquerque a visit en route east. The
extravaganza,
with its wealth of
beautiful spectacular scenery, Is one
of the latest extra vganzaa to be put
on the road. After a successful run
of 300 nights In New York and Chicago, It played through to the Pacific
roast and Is now on tour back east
again. Manager Matson Is making
strenuous endeavors to land this ex
cellent attraction, but as yet no dates
have been assigned it.
molo-dramati-

300-30-

KING

QCEEN 1X)UISE OF DENMARK.

FREDERICK OF DENMARK.

and began his first war of unification him Implicitly."
He returned
the compliment by
Denmark
of the fatherland In 1864.
wus whipped a;id lost her Elbie duch placing the most implicit trust in the
people. He behaved to them leBS like
ies.
Max Fieman, the well known com
Christian's daughter. Alexandra, had a king than the father of a great, fam- edian and slage director, heads the lURt
,
king of Eng-- lly. Ho walked about the streets of
very capable company of players who land, married the present
and Denmark was wild with an- - co.icnnagen day and nignr, unnuenn
will be seen with Florence Roberts, cer when
England refused to go to,ed, and was often seen at a concert
tbe noted emotional actress, when she the
aid of the liitle country in its chatting with a group of men or
will present her latest production,
women.
Germany.
"The Strength of the Weak," a new warIt with
A year or so ago tno king taw
was this soreness that found ex-- i
modern play in four acts, by Alice M
tram line track in immi
Smith, at the Klks opera house, on nression In ihe first proposal to sell child on the r,f
being run over by an
the Danh'h West Indies. Denmark nent danger
Saturday, Feb. 10.
thought this would be a hard blow to, electric car approaching at full speed
Mr. FlgmanB work as a stage direc
Regardless of everything, save that a
tor for Mrs. Flske In many of her no England.
FOR SALE
Christian eaily became the Idol of precious human life was In danger
table productions and his Interpreta
the aged monarch rushed In front of FOR SALE- - -- All lota in Coronada
tion of Important parts with many of
the car, seized the infant and brought
him
the leading; stars baa established
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
it into safety, almost losing his own
as one of the very best-- actors in the
Broadway.
effort,
In
life
ountry. As the star In "The Matie
King Christian drank little. At din SELL, RENT OK TRADE i.ist your
rriage of Kitty," lust season, Mr. Flg- property with T. L. Mcspadden, duo
he
ner
had a glass of claret and one
displayed his versatility, while
inn
South Broadway.
port.
not
champagne
of
did
drink
He
von
Kleber. In "The
his part of Baron
SALE OR TRADE A good busi,
FOR
up
get
early,
spirits.
or
but
didn't
He
to
Strength of the Weak," is said
be
ness for city property. T. h. Mc
he went to lied at 11 l. m. He never
one of the best he has ever portrayed
Spailden, 300 South Broadway.
a
had a guard over his bed room, his
Manager Matson of the Elks on
only sentinel being a huge dog of the FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,
1016 West Railroad avenue.
era house announces that he has re
renchshiind type, which
'
1 Bismarck
celved a letter from the theatrical
Darby A. Day,- - El Paso, Tex
slept outside his door.
manager of "Scotty," the Death Vallev
Louise, the new queen of Denmark FOR SALE Indian trading post;
miner, asking for open time, the first
good location and a paying business
while
not celebrated for her beaut,
1
1
'
of May preferred. As will be r"n m
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
has the distinction of being the tall
bercd by readers of The Evening Citi
way.
est and wealthiest royal woman In
en, "Scotty," In an interview with
Europe. The daughter of former King FOR SALE OR TRADE
A good
reporter for this paper, announced
Chaile3 of Sweden and Norway, she
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
when he passed through Albuquerque
was born in 1851, and at the age of 18
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
some days ago, that he was going
married Crown Prince Frederick, the FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
jturx
cast to complete arrangements
new king. She is over six feet tall
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
bis manager for the floating of a "wild
and has a fortune of over $15,000,000
South Broadway.
play,
to
he
be
was
west"
in which he
Inherited from her maternal grand FOR SALE A hanosonie Hardman
yet,
nothing
capital
a
8. As
star, with
lather. Prince Frederick of the Neth
piano. In One condition and almost
definite has been decided on between
erlandg
new, at a bargain.
For particuop
manager
"Scotty's"
and the local
There is a romance in her family
lars, call at this office.
era house management as to the date
history which dates back to the stir
inthe appearance of the festive MOST RECENT PICTURE OF THE ring times of the first empire. Her FOR SALE OR TRADE I Are yousome
of
-have
terested In mines?
Scotty."
DEAD KING.
grandmother, who died In I860, as
said to be good deals. Talk with
queen of Sweden and Norway, was
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad.
The short, fat, gray haired man and the piople. He did many unconsti- bcrn plain
daugh
Clary,
Mile.
Deslree
the tall, raw boned gray haired man tutional things, but the people smiled ter of a Marseilles stock broker. She way.
were standing on the rear platform.
and saw iilm thrcugh them. An Eng refused the hand of Napoleon, to be FOR SALE $25,000 runcn at a
"Pardon me," said jthe tall man, "but lish visitor at Copenhagen
will take small property in
the wife of the one who became fam
yon face is familiar to me, yet I can- - surprise that the king's acts expressed
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
tolwere
as
Bemadotte,
the
otis
French General
uot recall your name. Nor can I re erated.
F. L. McSpadden, 303
with
talk
who
adopted
was
as
heir to the Swed
member where I saw you laHt. Strange
South Broadway.
he exclaimed. "Iirl years ago Ish throne by the childless King
too, hot I am not certain whether I we"Why,"
FOR
SALE A good general merchan- King
em
off
our
Charles'
head
for
Charles XIII.
met you here in the east or in the
dlse and grocery business, with meat
west.
market Included, and buildings for
It is hardly necessary to add that
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
several days in order to present my
the tall man was Henry H. Rogers.
TO 0PP05E CONLEY
North Broadway.
side of the case properly to the cover FOR
SALE Hotel, European plan;
OVER SEA HABIT.
nor. I do not think from what I have
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
FATHER OF MURDERED BOY AT heard of Governor llagerman that he
Difference on this Side the Water.
building; best location In city; a
SANTA
FE ATTEMPTING TO is the sort of man to commute this
proposition. Reason
fine business
Is
given
if
sentence
he
facts."
the
persistent
effect
The
OF
uhu the heart PREVENT COMMUTATION
for selling, poor hoalth. Address.
Mr. Redding has not yet called upon
ut caffeine iu coffrw cannot but result
SENENCE.
F. J., this office.
Governor Hagerman. When nsked re
in the gravest conditions, in time.
$70) will lnTy"equltyin
E. S. Ke.lding. of IJuesta, T.tilu r of gardlng the case Governor Hagerman F(TSALE
Kach attack of the drug (and that
resilience on the best
means each cup of coffee) weakens th James Redding, vs ho was shot anil said:
street In the city; will rent for $45
organ a little more, and the end is al kil.ed it! Guadalupe placers iu Taos "I have as yet taken no action i
month; owner leaving town. F. L
most a mutter of mathematical dem county laM year by John Conley, ar- the matter. I do not know whether
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
onst ration. A lady writes from a wes rived in Simla Ke Wednesday night to shall commute the sentence provide
double-ba- r
prevent, if pn.sii,le, lie couiliiuia'ioti I am asked to do so. I will be glu VOR SALE A
teru state:
shitgun; bran new
reled.
I am of lieruian deseeut and it was of Coiiley's sentence to li:tug for his of course, to talk the case over wit
never has been used; one of th
natural that I should learn at a very crime by Governor Herbert j. Hiber- Mr. Redding."
Conley also killed Charles Purdy. 70
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
oarly age to drink coffee.'
Until I was nian.
gone
years
old, of Red River. He had
fice for particulars.
Mr. Redding said that be had been
23 years old i drank scarcely any
iblng else at my lueala.
informed thai Copley's attorney was with Purdy and the loy to the placer FOR SALE A gitod paying hotel- -! ti
as
"A few years ago I began to be af making tin effort to secure lite im- ciainis for the purpose of doing
small town. T. 1. McSpadden. 3Cnl
fected by a steadily increasing nei prisonment iusie:d of the death pen- sessment work. A quarrel arose an
South Broadway.
killing
Coiiley's
plea
followed.
vousness, which eventually develop
ally. Conley is :;.
a prism.'
for the
FOR
SALE OR TRADE 2 romping
tW'
was
saving that the
into a distressing heart trouble tha bale keeping 111 I lie Territorial p lubouses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
al tat ki d him with axes.
made me very weak and miserable tein iary al the capital.
Broadway.
Then, Home three years ago, was add
In speaking of the case,
aii:
FOR SALE 1,000-acrranch, plenty of
Rouah Hands Made Smooth.
ed asthma In its worst form. My ritif
"I am a man who believes that the
water, 20 cows, 2 good horses, harA man who once had rough, horny
ferlngs from these things can be bet law should tiike lis course. On throe
ness and wagon;
house, barn
hands made them as smooth endl23
ter imagined than described.
pleaded persondifferet occasion
etc.. $3,000. N. Peach & Co., real
"During all this time niv hunlian
ally with my friends to prevent the hands made them soft anil smooth
estate dealers. 2081i West Gold
realized more fully than did that c..f- lynching of Conley after Hie murder. with Witch Hazel Salve, but he used
aveuue.
fee was injurious to me, and made I told t hem we must have confidence the genuinethat bearing the name
For FOUND Small bunch of keys In Atevery effort to make me stop.
In the courts, and they must have "1C. C. DeWilt & Co.. Chicago."
"Filially It was decided a few confidence In the people if the laws of sores, boils, cuts, burns, bruises, etc
lantic saloon. Owner can have
mouths ago, to quit the line of cofl'e the land were (o be enforced. Now, it has no eunul. and affords almost Im
same by calling at Citizen office and
bleeding,
absolutely and to adopt Postuin Food when a Jury of representative, fair mediate relief from blind,
paying for tills notice.
by
Coffee as our hot table drink.
bad minded citizens has found that John itching and protruding piles. Sold
A lady's small watch, Janu
FOUND
bat little Idea that It would help me, Conb'y committed murder in the first all druggists.
ary 1, 1906, near Railrnid track,
but consented to trv it to please m degree, I do not think it Justice to hav"
shops. Owner call and prove
I
husband. I prepared It very carefully, a governor take different action.
Gov. Hagerman's Appointments.
property at No. M17 North First
exactly according to directions, and shall see Governor Hagermau personThe following appointments, offistreet.
was delighted with its delicious flavor ally and shall ask him not to commute cially, have been made by Governor
aad refreshing qualities.
this sentence.
Herbert J. Hagerman: A. P. Tarklng-to- n
BU8INE8S EXCHANGE.
"Just so htxm as the poison from the
"Within a few days I will have sevto lw adjutant general with the
coffee had time to get out of my sys- eral petitions making a similar re- rank of brigadier general, oomnilsslon TO EXCHANGE I have property In
tem the nutritive properties of the quest, and these petitions will ne to date from January 22, litort. Miss
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Hmttuin began to build me up. and I am signed iiv all the oromiuent men of Clara H. Olson, to be private secretary
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
o fully recovered from all my ner- Vi'iios county, t do not believe Con- - to the governor, commission to date
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
vousness, heart trouble and atttbma. ley's statement that he killed my boy from January 22, l'juii.
me. T. I.. McSpadden. 3110 South
I gladly acknowledge that now, for the while the latter was attacking him
Broadway.
Brat time in years, 1 enjoy perfect with an ax. Jim was running for his
Frightfully Bjrned.
TO EXCHANGE I have Borne ranches
( has.
health, and that I owe it all to
horse and was shot odwn within ten
W. Moore, a machinist, of
to trade for city property
t. L
Name given by Postiim Co., feet of where the animal was tied.
Ford City. Pa., bad his hand frightMcSpadden, 800 South Hroadway.
am not going out to see Conley while fully burned in an electrical furnace.
Battle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason. Read the little at Santa Fe. I only want to see him He applied Bucklen's Arnica Sale McSPADDEN Tbe txThalige man!
8ee him for bualinsj exchanges
book, "The Road to Wellville," in once again, and that is with a rope with the usual result: "a o' .ck and
pkgs.
about his neck, as ordered by the perfect cure."
Greatest iiealer on 300 South Broadwav
Postum Food Coffee contains no court before which ha was found guilluscribt) for Tiie '.1 veil una gel
arth for Burns, Wounds, Sores,
drugs of any description whatsoever. ty. 1 shall remain in Santa Fe for
nc at all driigg!'.
e news.
anil Pil-- .
s
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New

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA

&

FE RY.

825000
If Sold This Week.

PORTERFIELD CO.,
110 W. Gold.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Keep Your Eye on This Spacs.
PROFESSIONAL

ALBUQUHRQUH,

Officers as

DENTISTS.
DR.

J.

E. KRAFT,

R. A.
H.

....

Ttoe FresWesrt
CtkaMer

FROST

AMietaat Cat Mr

fLAYHOiOd

itttMusi4t
0.

S.

DEPOSITORY.

lifSa'-'-

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits

.,e-- .

Bernard S. Rodey,
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention, given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the tern
tory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bono.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

'

...... $v,044t
$v,0M.M

Depository for Atchison, Topoka ft Santa

Fe Railway Coaapaay

cococccxiozco oo cdxzxxcccooooczc

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

O. N. MARRON,

President.

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

Z

The State National Bank
of AlDoqucrquc,

New Mexico

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

E. W. Dobson.
.

Director.

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD
M. W. FLOUR NO Y
FRANK McKEB

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms lo and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alaor, D. D. S.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. ru., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:20
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

N. M.

CARDS

Office Crcm

$100,000.00
15,000.00

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Barnett building jA
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
46-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chiiders, 117 West
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR

AND BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat
ment. Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.

U

00C20000I
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CJ

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1871

THE INDEPENDENT
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solic
Ited. Automatic phone, 724: shop at
street, Albuquer
911 North Second

a. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE GROCER

PHYSICIANS.

Flour, Grain and Provisions

CONTRAC

que, N. M.

MAHAFFE V, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon 2
Room 25, Whiting building, over
A
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
A. L.

DR. R. L. MUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each uay
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

L.

1

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBliyUKKUB, fi. M. Q

6--

High-Frequen- cy

DR.

J.

O 40 OK0OOKDK34O

04000

v

00 JO

040

DR. W. G. SHAORACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occilist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines.
Office. 31314 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

p. m.

UNDERTAKER.

Lttr
Knvolopu

Hmmdm

C o r 1 e c t
C o m in e roi al

Not

Invitation
Cmtmlogumm
Blmr.h Bookm

Printing
The

CORBET

.

Black

Hmmdm

Rrogrmmm

Rmemipt Bookm

other words
turn out
mvory thing m
In

CITIZEN JOB Room

wm

prlntmr knowm
how to do

....

Colo. Red 115.
phone 31G.
A. BORDERS,

City Undertaker,
Building.
Club
Commercial
and white "nearse, $Ti.
ASSAYERS.

'

00X) c

O0O9 'sKOs0

D. NUSBAUM

Practice limited to diseases of the
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
Room. 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:

Auto.

8
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Solicits

and

5

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm, Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldgs
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

,t.

Walter Street.

on South

at

JSnjsk

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

$250-0-

i

Pos-tum-

4--

MEXICC

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

CORNER LOT

3

first-clas-

4--

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Rooms

first-clas-

NEW

Capital and Surplus

IlorRes
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are oulcklv made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
moniD to one year given. Goods re
your
main in
possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Responsible
Reliable
REAL ESTATE.

d
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ALBUQUERQUE,

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs.

WE WANT BOOKKEEPERS

1906.

2,

Montezuma Trust Co

with names and addresses
cjf people who are
"Necccssary to Your Prosperity

Sehlos-wlgllolstel-

non-de-

?

man who rhonid he working for jout
msn win would gladly lend you moneyf
vha ruU like to buy your hor?
man who would buy an Interest In your buslneisT
man who would buy that lot of ground?
nian who would buy your old blcycleT

prince, Clyistinu Chaib's. and of
inoH position, with liictt
f th rtrht inn,
rm. Tl..r arf .IvTAVU IlKirB OPlirllin iti fi tll.lTtwe
King Haakon VII. of Nr.rwiiy.
tKjkkcii"ir
can lill for rrtn familiar wilh
itli 17xiccm.
Willi ottices In la cities and
9 9 9. 9 0
9 9. f. 9.
f 9 9 method.
over to nerve, our miliply ol pmitmnft pavinK Irom
nrvrr rum low. We nerti hnn.
doing precisely what your king Is , mmi. a.
drrHs of capable S.0er men, K rrulivp.tlerirsd und
now doing."
and al'o men li.lWTis money to inv.at with
Btatina; pfjsitiMn disired.
"Ah, yes, no wonder," replied his thf ir .rr ire. Wnte nt
Brum
uroKeri
Danish host. "Imf, then, you see, your, HAPCOODS (ino.i.
Qfa aoma
puiwwg.
017
Chemical
King Charles was not popular, wherft-nsWANTEn
our King Christian Is the most
papular man In all Denmark. We trust WANTED A good woman for
ing. Address, A.,
oflloe.
WANTED A live apprentice boy, to
The New King Frederick Hae a Strenuous Family New Queen Tallest and
Wealthiest of Royal Women.
learn the painters' trade. See Hudson, the South Second street painter.
6
years
WANTEI Girl between
of age to do light housework in
family of two. Call at 623 South
Broadwav.
WAS I ED
Gentlemen s seceuu-nau1
:4 ?,i5r
clothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweenpy, proprietor
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Uta Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

lti"en Alexandra, 4
Englan !, King Oeorge of
Greece and tbe dowager empress
of Russia.
Has a family if I'lu'ht sura and
daughters.
Is grandsire of "even children
Is brotln r of

of
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COLLINS,

United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. Rv Farwell,
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.
LAND MATTERS.

Civil and Mining Engineers.

H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner.
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land office.
VOCAL INSTRUCTION.

TTE FILL

HrfFSCRIPTIONS

RIGHT
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TO BANK Of

COMMERCE

13ALDRIDGE

ND CHICAGO

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most ecouomlcal. full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

NEXT

203 W. RatfiW Avt.

At Consistent Prices

HA TIVK

RUPPE

B.

BUILDING
tock

LUMBER

PAPER

Alwtyi

Muter, time. Csmtsi.

Paint, Glass, 8ia Doors, el
Instruction and voice buildFIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
ing a specialty. Studio. 412 South
Fifth street. Automatic phone, 741.
A Chicago man w ho has been sued
for divorce tells the court that the
first time he saw her he bet a friendIs J SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE NEWS
it
that he would marry her. Again
0
shown how dangerous it is to win a
bet.
MRS. W. H. MILLS.
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SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
An offer of $250,000 for the Boston
Nationals was turned down, as the
price Is fixed at $275,000.
O
Jockey McBrlde, one of the well
known riders on the western coast,
has been ruled off for a weird ride on
Romalne at Oakland.
"Big Bill" Everett, the former National League player, Is at Los
for his health. Ho expects to
manage Denver, In Uie Western League, this season.
An-Kel- es

H

A

D

The attempt to close Ascot Park,
Angeles, by prohibiting bookmak-Infailed, the county supervisors
voting 3 to 2 in favor of permitting
the bookmakers to continue In business.
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Only eight options on lots in the New Grant Tract forfeited by failure to make
good
AMI SflMP nP TUCQC ARC THC VCRY P.UniP.CQT IN TUE AMHTMM
rmv uuiiil. ui iiilul. mie-- i iil. vl.ui uiiuiulu i m I IIL nuuiliuw
These lots are the finest located in the city, only six blocks from Railroad Avenue, two blocks

has written

James McAleer, manager of the St.
I Jul a Browns. Is convalescing in a
hospital at Youngstown, O., from a
surgical operation that was found
necessary by an lnjirry received on the
diamond several years ago.

AJz3 U

.

.

from the Fourth Ward Public School, one block from a good store, opposite St.
Vincent's Acadmy. Taxes paid for 1906. Call at once and
SELECT A CHOICE LOT

a letter to an eastern friend In which
she says her husband has retired from
the ring for good. When a woman
ays a thing it's so, why well you
know the answer.

.

.

YOUR

THRCC

PAQC

a

Office

Surety In ves tm em

K. SELLRS

D. D.

Agent

O

Three tracks are out of the grand
circuit this year. Memphis, Cleveland and Empire City failed to apply
for dates at the meeting In New York!
The season will open at Detroit for a
meeting, on July 23rd.
k

gates are being put In and altogether, allow such depressed conditions over
the Isletas are displaying more activ- take them.
What ktnd of advertising could a
ity In the farming line than for sev-

FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 1054.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
visitor give this town? He might have Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
eral years past.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
advertised us as a town of decay and
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N M.,
O
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
January 8, 1906.
j
M., Dec. 29, 1906.
Danny Maher. the Jockey, has leasdestruction, causing many opportunJanuary 9, 1906.
The Best Physic.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- '
ities to miss us, which would have
ed the Rossmore Hotel, New York,
Notice Is hereby given that the folloNotice Is hereby given that the folyou
physic
want
a
mild
ft
When
that
wing-named
and will blossom out as a full fledged In effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach come here.
claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no- - lowing named claimant has filed nobonlfuce. Maher has made a lot of
Is It an advertisement for a town to tice of his Intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final tlce of bis Intention to make final
money on the turf and Is anxious to and Liver Tablets. Price 25 cents.
have nice clean side walks, and such a proof In support of his claim under proof In support of his claim under proof in support of his claim under
sam-anEvery
a
Get
free
box
warranted.
eet. awnv from his TCDutatlou as a
little thing as this Is noticed by
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
gentle, easy to take and pleasant
Jockey; he wants to become a btisl-ne- a
and,, envestors who pass thru 3. 1891 (26 Stats., S54), as amended 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 864), as amended
try
any
pie
drug store and
them.
at
man.
our country, with an Idea of Investing by tne act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27 by the act of February 21, 1883, (27
their money, and might cause us to Stats., 470), and that said proof will States., 470), and that said proof will States., 470), and that said proof will
Burgomaster,
Whitney's
H. P.
colt
NEGROES MIX IT IP IN
loose enterprise which we might have be made before U. S. Court Commis- be made before the United States be made before the United States
coming
as
the
regarded
In the east
is
gained. Hyden (Ky.) Thousandstlcks. sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the court commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque,
He looks bigger and betkD LIGHT SALOON
8th day of February, 1906, Vis: N. M., on February 15, 1906., viz., N. M., on the 19th day of February,
country.
any
In
ter than
the
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the Beatrls C. de Sanchez, widow of 1906, viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H.
COMING EVENTS
stands
Is
II
Mohawk
If
said that
It
Small Holding Claim No. 107, in Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the C. No. 1054 In Sees. 13 and 24. T. 7
JOHN RHODES AND 8COTT FELtraining he will be the only
FOR
S. H. C. No. 445. situated In Sec. 25. N., R. 2 E., and Sees. 18 and 19. T 7
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
ARRESTED
LOWS
WERE
o
9
February
Tucker
Ethel
Burtaking
to
a
of
that will have chance
He names the following witnesses T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30. T. 7 N., N., R. 3 E.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT.
Stock company.
gomaster's measure.
He names the following witnesses
February 10 Florence Roberts, In to prove his actual continuous ad- R. 3 E.
verse possession of said tract for
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse
John Rhodes and Scott Fellows, the "The Strength of the Weak."
Marvin Hart Is talking. He says
twenty
years
surpreceding
next
European
prove
the
to
his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty
he will post a forfeit of $2,500 to meet former a waiter at Sturges'
February 14 Richards & Pringlos' vey
of the township, viz:
pofsessiou of Bald tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
O'Brien, it the latter is at all anxious hotel, and the latter a porter at the "Merry Minstrels."
M.;
Leopoldo
N.
Tome,
Jaramillo,
of
years
next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:
to fight. Well, the best evidence of St. Elmo, became Involved In a con
February 24 Mme. Modjeska.
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose the township, viz.:
Eracllo Garcia, of Peralta. N. M.:
Hart's good faith is to post the money troversy at the Red light saloon last
Aragon
Tome,
y
N.
Bernal,
M.;
of
Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Meli
In Our Midst Again.
and let It do the talking. The good evening, which culminated In a fight.
AlbuquerOtero,
Manuel
jr
Salazar
of
Mariano Perea, of Valencia, N. M.; ton s. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg-inlold mazunia. is the most eloquent A hot and heavy fistic encounter took
The poultry business is In a flour- que,
N. M.
Jose G. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
spellbinder of them all. Hart has place, the police learning that the al- ishing condition in our midst.
Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
protest
Is-j
person
to
Any
desires
who
Miguel SUva, of Valencia, N. M.
leged aggressor was Rhodes.
Any perpon who desires to protest
less and got more free ad vert
Prof. W. L. Jeffers, Warren town
against
proof,
or
of
said
allowance
the
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof
' for It than any pugilist now
The men were arrested, but upon ship's efficient and popular superinthe public
cash bonds, tendent of schools, was a visitor In who knows of any substantial reason against the allowance ot said proof or who knows of any substantial rea
furnishing satisfactory
against
regulations
of
laws
the
and
or who knows of any substantial rea- son
pending a hearing. our midst last week.
the laws and regulations of
New York fight fans are protesting they were released
Department why such son under the laws and regulations of the under
On Monday of last week there came the Interior
Interior department why such
against the signing of Jack Johnson,
proof
will
not
allowed
should
be the Interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will be
be
Minute Cough Cure contains not very near being what might have been given an
the negro heavyweight champion, for anOne
opportunity at the
proof should not be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the
d
any harmful drugs, and It a very serious accident In our midst.
e
a limited round contest at one of the has atom ofcuring
place
to
time and
d
given an opportunity at the
Barnesville (O.) Enterprise.
cougs, colds, croup
e
place to
time
been
and
clubs there. The colored brother
the witnesses of said claimant
e
time and place to
whooping cough so long that H
witnesses of said claimthe
never was very popular In the ring and proven
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
of
In
offer
and to
evidence
rebuttal
the witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
itself to be a tried and
and he Is less bo now than ever be- has
that submitted by claimant.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
who use It.
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
fore. Aside from racial prejudice, the true friend to the many child
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
of that submitted bv claimant.
choking Department of the Interior, United
MANUEL R. OTERO.
to fear of ytmr
fact that colored men are under sus- No need
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
picion of being too prone to frame up from croup with One Minute Cough
States
o
Register.
January 29, 1906.
their goes ha3 added to the Intensity Cure handy. Sold by all druggists.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
of the dislike to see them in the ring.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lowing-namePOLICE COURT
claimant has filed no
(Small
Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
(Small Holding Claim No. 669.)
Itching Piles.
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
Department of the Interior, United
tice of hlg Intention to make final Department of the Interior, United
anyone
you
with
acquainted
are
If
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
Ernest Harris and Pearl Patterson, proof In support of his claim tinder
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Department of the Interior, United
who is troubled with this distressing
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
vagrancy sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
guilty
the
to
pleaded
colored,
Dec.
28,
1905.
greater
you
can do him no
ailment,
Dec. 28, 1905.
morning, 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Is hereby given that the fol
folloNotice
court
police
charge
this
In
given
hereby
is
the
Notice
that
Chamtry
favor than to tell him to
Notice is hereby given that the follo- lowing-namefive days each by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 wing-named
nott
claimant has filed nowere
sentenced
filed
and
claimant
has
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief. on
claimant has filed no- tice of his Intention to make final
only po Stats., 470), and that said proof will tice of his intention to make final wing-named
was
This
the
streets.
the
nipples,
This salve also cures sore
business that received the atten be made before the United States proof In support of his claim under tice of his Intention to make final proof in support of his claim under
tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents. lice
tion
of Judge Crawford this morning. court commissioner at Albuquerque, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in 16support17 of his claim under Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
For sale by all druggists.
and
of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., S64), as amended
N. M on March 9, 1906, viz.:
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by sections
Placldo Salazar y Otero, for the S. the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by by the act ot February 21, 1893, (27
Some More or Less Plain Talk.
1, sections 25 470), and that said proof will be made the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., Stats., 470), and that said proof will
1SLETA INDIANS DO NOT
Hyden with a banking institution, H. C. No. 698,3 for lot
and 4, sections 23, 24, before the U. 8. Court Commissioner 470), and that said proof will be made be made before U. S. Court Commisand 26; lots
bridge
spansion
a
stores,
iron
nice
nine
before the U. S.
Commissioner sioner at Albuquerque, N. M on the
BELIEVE IN GRRUND HOG
across Rockhouse, with hardly any 25 and 26; lot 22, section 25, township at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day at Albquerque, N. Court
M., on the 7th day 8th day of February,
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia,
1906, Vis:
east.
is quite a In- 7 north, range
found
be
to
walks
side
February, 1906, viz: Pedro GalleRomulo Aragon y Baca, agent of TerThe Indians of the Isleta pueblo are ducement to prosperity and future
He names the following witnesses for the Small Holding Claim No. 609, of
evidently unb( Hovers in the "ground happiness.
to prove his actual continuous adverse In Sees. 24, 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R. 2 E. gos y Gonzales, for the small holding esa Haca y Garcia de Aragon, for the
He names the following witnesses claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 Bnd 11, Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25,
hog" superstition, as they are makon the streets of Hyden Is possession of said tract for twenty
The
mud
T. 7 N R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.,
ing arrangements for what they say from six to ton inches deep, with lit years next preceding the survey of to prove his actual continuous adverse T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses R. 3 E.
possession of said tract for twenty
will be one of the most successful tle done to get out of this stage of the township, viz.:
prove his actual continuous adverse
He names the following witnesses
farming seasons they have experi- being. There are enough rubbers, ana
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of to
possession of said tract io- - twenty to prove his actual continuous adenced in some time, last season's suc- extra wear on shoes in one year to Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; the townshlnp, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for
cess notwithstanding.
pay to have nearly every street con- Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
the township, viz:
twenty years next preceding the surThe Isleta Irrigation ditch, which structed with a nice side walk, and N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; Sll
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. vey of the township, viz:
verio Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.;
feeds the waters of the Rio Grande, a the side walks would bo enfoyed much Peralta, N. M.
M.; Francisco TorreB, of Tome, J. M.;
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.;
Any person who desires to protest Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
few miles south of Albuquerque, is more than wading the mud.
Any person who desires to protest Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Ber- Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, H
heinz widened, by at least four feei,
Now does prosperous men and pros- - against the allowance of said proof, or
Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
M.; Gregorlo Aragon,
the allowance ot said proof, nardo
Valencia, N.
and they are deepening It so that the perous towns linger in this stage of who knows of any substantial reason against
Any person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Aragon of y Baca,
who known of any substantial rea
0
under the laws and regulations of the or
ditch will carry about twice tne vol-- ; being?
against the allowance of said proof,
ume of water as heretofore. Water' Does enterprising citizens and towns Interior department why such proof j son under the laws and regulations or who knows ot any substantial rea- Valencia, N. M.
Department
of
Any
protest
person
why
such
to
the
Interior
who desires
should not be allowed, will be given proof
not be allowed will be son under the laws and regulations against the allowance of said proof, or
an opportunity at the above mention- given should
of the Interior Department why such who knows of any
an
opportunity
at
the
substantial reason
e
ed time and place to
proof should not be allowed will be against the law. and
time and place to
regulations ot
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
given
.
an opportunity at the
.
u
witnesses of said claim
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- ant, and the
time and place to
to offer evidence In rebuttal
proof should not be allowed will be
mitted by claimant.
the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the
of tiat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
time and place to
Register.
that
submitted by claimant.
of
the
witnesses ot said claimant,
Register.
MANUEL
R.
OTEUO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and 'to offer evidence in rebuttal of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that submitted by claimant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Britt, and would Just as soon mix It
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department
up with TerrlUle Terry McGovern as Department
of the Interior, United
Interior, Land OfRegister
(Small Holding Claim No. 6G2.)
the
of
high
fighter,
not. Herrera is a
class
oiates iuaumce, oania re, w.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
Interior, United
of
the
in spite of the fart that he trains on
January 3. 1906.
'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uary 30, 1906.
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
cigarettes and squirrel whiskey. He
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- . January 17 1906
Is hereby given that ttie i
Notice
(Small
Holding Claim No. 700.)
has a punch like Uncle Si's mule,
named settler has filed notice lowing named claimant has filed no- - No,Ce lg hereby given that the fol-tl- Department of the Interior, United
Maud. On defense, bis arms are a of his intention to make final proof In
of his Intention to make final lowing named claimant has filed
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
in support of his claim under tioe of Ul8 intention to make final
support of his claim, and that said
Dec. 28, 1905.
16 and 17, of the act of March proof in support of his claim under
sections
probate
proof will be made before the
Notice is hereby given that the follo3,
(26 Stats.. 854), as amended 8,.ctlons 16 and 17 of the act of March
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on by 1891.
wing-named
claimant has filed noact
(27
February
the
of
1893,
21.
3
j8yi
(26
854).
as
amended
Stats..
March 6. 1906, viz.:
tice of bis Intention to make final
470),
wi.l
btats.,
proof
said
that
and
l)y
(27
of
21,
1893
act
February
Hose,
tie
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber- be
before the United States StatSi 470), and that said proof will proof In support of his claim under
nalillo county. New Mexico, for the courtmade
16 and 17 of the act of March
N.
San
Rafel,
at
commissioner
made before United States cora-- " sections
ne
lot 4. of the southeast quarter of the
n February 9. 1906. viz.: Dona- - missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
southwest quarter of section 19, town- clano Pino, for the 1 and 2, section 20;
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
.February 27. 1906. viz Federlco San-l- the
ship 9 north, ranse 3 east.
470), and that said proof will be made
z
3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4.
Hold-tlo- n
y
Montoya,
for
Small
the
He names the following witnesses
before the U. 8.
Commissioner
17; lot 6, sections S and 9, town-jinClaim No. 6C2, situated la See. at Albquerque, N. Court
to prove his continuous residence ship 10 north,
M., on the 7th day
7 west.
range
2
7
N.,
R.
E.
24.
T.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
of February, 1906,
Juan Apodaca,
ne names
following witnesses
He names the following witnesses for the lot 1, sees.viz:
23 and 24, and lot
Gresorio Apodaca y Candelaria, of to prove his the
actua:
ad
prove
continuous
to
adactual
his
continuous
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco verse possession of said tract for
2, sec. 23, T. 7 N-- R. 2 E.
verso possession of said tract for
Orlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; - - . .
He names the following witnesses
... a II
' Vlll.
aur-ve- v
fcU
years
twenty
BUI
next
preceding
J'l
J
j
the
to prove bis actual continuous adverse
Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarito, vey of
township,
viz:
township,
the
of
viz:
the
possession of said tract for twenty
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of AlbuGorgonlo Flguema, of Cubero, N.
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
querque, New Mexico.
M.; Pablo Lucero. of Cubero, N. M., Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of
townshlnp, viz:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.; theBenito
Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Register. D. Martinez,
of Oil .no, N. M.
Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M. Jesus Garcia, of Valencia,
N. M.;
Any person who ilesires to protest
person
protest
to
who
desires
Any
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
against the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof, TomasApodaca. of Valencia, N. M.M.;
Martinez, of Valencia, N.
or who knows of any sulstantlal rea or w ho knows of any substantial rea(Homestead Entry No. 8C87.)
Any person who desires to protest
son
regulations
under
laws
regulations
and
of
son
the
under
the
laws
and
Interior,
Of
Land
Department of tin'
agnlnst the allowance of said proof,
denartment. why such of tbe Interior department whv such r who knows
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan the Interior
of any substantial rea:.- -;
proof
be
allowed,
will
should
be
be
allowed
should
not
proof
not
will
be
19n6.
uary 30,
son under the lawB and regulation!
given
above!
an
opportunity
opportunity
an
at
at
above
given
the
the
given
that the fol
of the Interior Department why such
Notice is hereby
lowing named settler has filed notice mentioned time and place to cross- - mentioned time and place to cross proof should not be allowed will be
a
elalm-or
of
exnmine
sam
witnesses
said
me
the
cmim
witnesses
final
proof in "a"ne
given an opportunity at the
fills intention to make
a"" " oner evmence in reuuua i,t r.nd to offer evidence In rebuttal
support of his claim, and that said
time and pluce to
bv
rlalmant.
submitted
that
of
u",u"lrl1
'
proof will be made before tne probate,
."v l,,iuwl
the witnesses of said claimRegister.
R.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
MWl'KL
OTERO.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
-- o
Register
C, 1906. viz.:
of that submitted bv claimant.
SPECIAL RATES TO COLORADO.
X jiereftct network of protection, and March
4
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register,
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo
western
live kiock snow anu joint
Abe
re-iis
be
Attell
think
the
0 s as "h.fty 011 his feet as a ilexi- - county.
o
New .Mexico, ior me iot 7 ihin.r
me American Stock
f an wiiiiefg in a mining lawsuit. Her - ' '"iivenhon of
boxing
as
a
at
fr -nd1t,hcn ?m'
fraction of the southeast quarter of
National
Live
- I'lr wers"
of
l eer,
consider
to
pe'a
:
not
does
drink
but bis warm
4
southeast quarter, or lot 6. and loc,11WILLING HELPERS.
f
Is ennrunte.M S'oi k a social Ion ana rtatlonal wool V
If
southern blood certainly does crave the
What's the use of a helper, If e
section 1. township 8 north, range!,'9 ""w ""Z!
association, Denver, Colo.,
Tar he has pm
hot liquor, and he takes his whiskey 21. east.
willing?
Willingness
Is
he
Isn't
3,
I
February
f
1906.
and
For
inu.iry
several
pick up some easy
Mialkht, even while In training. Hernanus the following witnesses nioney chances to
the aliive occasion the Santa Fe will f an ample mantle which will a rera was born at Bakersfiehl, Cal. Ills ( He
cover all the sins of serv- - e"
Col-firprove nis ruiuniuoiia iruiui-iutickets
to Denver,
!!
f most
vur!on;
faiber is a Mexican, but bis mother upon and cu'.Mvation of said land, viz.:
ice.
But a classified advertise- S'Tini--and Pueblo and return
AND WOMEN,
MEN
v. as an
American. He is 34 years old,
ment in The Evening Citizen Is a V
Jaruea It. Bingham, John V. Bar-nulit
i!,,- rii'e of one fare plus $2 for the
J for uiiDftfurtsI
at
five feet, five inches tall, weichs 134
to ft da.ta.Va1
willing helper that is not only
fUlll IUmIK ill.
!"
Manuel lipez and Kit A. Can- T. E. PURDY,
trip.
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Uruird
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r
nch
of a bill cillector. He has a
Hefn-rait" a willing worker.
Auroli-ithe swarthy
I VNl'EL It. OTEKO,
It works all
NEEVANSCHiMiCi
To
!
tU'hting crouch that protects his chest
tit or puiouuui.
Register
sevndaut of the Montezuma.
the time for you. It Is the best V
Anyway, your Uncle Hen Rogers has
CiHCtmuN.O
hold
IruSUU,
ij
ITtt
bores In.
khnllinir l lie WO ) is where the light and face. He continually
that a lawyer can ask
and most economical publicity In f
ana get
t..o
to slip
ns
Suhertvweight to;inolchcri have taken refuge, looking ior an opportunity
than a wise man will f the world.
re
in.,
jolt.
the news.
He is hot oa the trail of Nelson and over tbt
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. (86.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
.

January

24, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcfc
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 864), as amende
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470). and that said proof win
be made before the United States
court commissioner at AlbuquerquJ.
N. M., on March 10, 1906, vis.:
Beatrlz Moya de Sedlllo, widow ot
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. 1L
C. No. 586, In lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7 N,
R. 2 E., and sec. 31, T. 7 N R. I HL,
and lot 2, sec. 36, T. 7. N., R. 2 K.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her actual, continuous, adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey ot the township, vis.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. Is.;'
Bernardiuo Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.r
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro.
N, M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such

f

proof should not be allowed, will
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. I2S.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa F, N. 1L,

January

8, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as emended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
court commissioner at San Rafael, N.
M, on February 9, 1906, vis.: Barbers.
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 2, section 20; lot 3. section 16 end 17, township 10 north, range 7 west
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, vis:
Gorgonlo Flgueroa, of Cubero, N.
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N. aL.
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Joaa
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rest- e
fhon
2f

interior

'A".!"?1""

t zz
given an opportunity at 7t'
the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cross-exami-

Register.

o
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe. N. M,

January

9, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., S64), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
States., 470), and that said proof wUl
be made before the United States
court commissioner at Albuquerque.
ra
N. M., on February 17, 1906, vis.,
Sanchez de Vigil, for the 8. H.
C. No. 617, In lot 1
Sees. 25, 26, IS
and 36; lots 2 and 4. Sec. 26, and lot
3, Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia. TJ. M.;
Ilenlto Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the
d
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Te-odo-

above-mentionecross-exami-
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MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The latest

scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampooing. Electrolytic
water
automatic
massage. 614 West Gold avenne.
Auto phone 279.
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Washington, Feb. 2. At (he wedding of Miss Hoose
velt snd Congressman Ni iiclas Ingworth, the famous
boy choir of St. John's will lender the full choral service
Among the selections will be
with the Processional.
"Bo Thou Faithful Unto l)oah." from the oratorio of
Klijah, and " 'TIs Our Wedding Morn," by Ponaitowskl.
Immediately after the ceremony Pic president and Mrs.
Koosovclt and the bridal party will proceed to the state
dining room, where tho health of ti e bride will be pledged
In the traditional champagne, and the bride wll' cut her
cake.
The lnquet hall of tho while bouse cannot ac
commodate more than 300. and eve.i this number will
have to partake of their refreshments standing, and as
many more will have places In the corridor.

City Beautiful

FEBRUARY

x- -x

000000X0000000
To Pledge Bride in

iSparltllng Cliampane

The Citizen Publishing Company

FRIDAY,

T;;dav l.ln thB fenst of the purifi
cation of' the Blessed Vlrpln Mary,'
holy communion was celebrated In St.,
John's Episcopal church this morn--

the propriety of spending
Denver Is (iiseiiKHinK
A
16,000,000 for the puritan of beautifying that city.
Ing at 9:30 o'clock
.
i
largo part of the expense will consist In tho purchase
been
already
Mr. I. II Putney has Issued Invl
and removal or destruction of what has
to
tations for a 1 o'clock luncheon to-built.
he served at the Alvarado hotel
All $3 and $3.50 8ults, special
$2.50
Napollcon 111 will bo remembered for his work in
morrow, followed by cards in the afAll Jt and H.50 two piece Suits, Special
$3.60
rcmodi'linK and beautifying Paris, long after men havo
Putney
home
handsome
ternoon at the
f
All $5.50, $6 and $6.50 three piece Suits, Specta.1
forKOtton his brilliant coup d'etat In the overthrow
$4.75
on West Copper avenue.
All three piece Chtldrcns' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging from $3.50 to$, Special price
he second republic and the almost comic ending of his
$3.00
In
To Klve work to the unemployed
This evening at 7: SO o'clock
remarkable career.
Boys' Overcoats, all $4 ones at the Special price of
$2.75
No
chapter,
principal
Adah
rooms,
barricading
lodge
the
of
their
Impossible
the
render
to
and
Boys' Overcoats, all $0 ones at tho Special price of
$4.00
hold
will
Star,
5,
Eastern
rendered
Hie
been
of
Order
had
revolutions
streots, by which former
Boys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones nt tbe 3peclal price of
$4.50
their regular meeting. All officers
successful, this man of genius for rule If not for wnr,
present.
to
be
Boys'
requested
urgently
Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
are
$5.50
empire.
called to his aid the best architect talent in his
By order of the worthy matron. LauBoys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of
$6.00
Whole at reels were demolished, boulevards were made,
ra Fluke, secretary.
And Paris arose from its transformation, but at Immense
expense, the handsomest city In tho world.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock there
wll be the reiiglar services In Tempi
IVibb Sheppard fled from Washington, D. C, whore
Gfta
Albert. The subject of Rabbi Kapfor years his name was a byword of reproach, but where
Special Correspondence.
lan's discourse this evening will be,
he Is now revered as the city's greatest benefactor, be"To Be, Mote .Than to Seem, Is Nocause he laid at Rreat expense the foundation upon
0XXXXXXX0X)XK000XXX)OCXXK
bility." The public at large is extend
grown
most
beautiful
into the
which Washington has
ed a cordial Invitation to le present
Washington, Feb. 2. A writer on graft has discover- at these services.
rity la the United States.
Several lessons may be drawn from the facts here ed that congress and particularly the, senate has beO
preponted, all of which lessons are well worth the most come representative of "Interests" rather than of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Clark have issued
reception
One
present
and card party
Albuquerque
a
time.
house
of
at the
cards for
careful study
people.
Senators and leading members of the
of these lessons Is that beauty Is as much a factor In of representatives are most readily classified according to to take place this evening at the Clark
One man has the home at 724 East Railroad avenue. A
the supremacy of a city as are climate, natural resources, the "interests" which they represent.
Albuquerque Is the steel and Iron interests to look after; another has sugar; large list of guests have acceptedpret-In
and an enterprising citizenship.
THE PRIZE IS WITHIN REACH.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
This proposition was for- another leather; banking, railways, coal miniug and so vitations, the house has been the
metropolis of New Mexico.
occasion
and
tily
the
decorated
for
any
J
such dispute now is merely a on.
merly disputed, but
30c
1
affair promises to be one of the so- Newton creamery butter
New Mexico 1s rapidly
war of sound againn sense.
12V4C
The man of importance the ninu whose position In cial success of the season. '
Fresh hame
The best cigar for the money that has
growing, and either with or without statehood this growth the legislative organization is such as to give him control
10c
Cod fish, per brick
O
pleased your optics, tickled your palO. K. Warren ioet No. 6, Orand Ar Dry chipped beef, per can
11c
will in all probability continue by geometrical proportion. of the destinies of bills Is often charged with the care of
dellghtei your nostrils for many
ate,
reg15c
snaps
2
Republic,
ginger
my
will
hold
its
lbs
supremacy.
of
of
the
end
To this
Albuquerque must not lose her
lie may represent both
a multiplicity of "interests."
25c
in I. O. O. F. hall Sat- 3 pkgs of seeded raisins
a day the very well known and betthe people of Albuquerque must redouble their enterprise the Standard Oil and the Harriman railway Interests. ular meeting
Amidst the multiplying avenues of Another may defend the tariff schedules of tne sugar us urday evening, February 3, at 7:30 Large size can of condensed 9o ter liked White Lily. It s all well
and theiir energy.
cream
o'clock, sharp. All comrades are earn
activity the beautifying of the city must not be forgotten. well as the steel trust.
But it Is safe to say that no estly requested
enough to brag we prefer to let tne
present. V Islt-In- 8 cans of sardines
25c
be
to
Inany
spot
city,
the
can
part
beauty
What a
of the
do for
member represents with perfect fidelity the "special
White Lily ; a little shouting for
always welcome. J. G. 1 bottle of pickles, 1 bottle of chow
comrades
demon-slates.
park at Eighth street and Railroad avenue fully
terests" and the people. In fact, all Interests are ade Caldwell, P. C. W. W. McDonald, ad
25c
1 bottle of red-ho- t
for
chow
and
itself.
One costs five cents; 60 in a
But what a wise attention to the beauty of a quately represented except those of the average un- - jutant.
25c
2 cans of California grapes
box tax your pocketbook $2.
o
locality can and will do tor that locality, a similar at- speclallzed member of the people.
25c
plums
2 cans of California
The John A. Ijogan circle. No. 1, 2
t
pkgs of cold water
tention to the whole city will accomplish for the city
Army
Re
Ladles
of
of
Grand
the
the
15c
at large.
starch
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public, met this afternoon at 2:30
THE MAZE.
Another lesson taught is that the longer this beautl-catiot- k
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Coleman,
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Is postponed the more expensive it becomes, and
509 South Arno street. In addition to
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
expense
people
appalls
very
long
postponed
the
it
the
'
circle, sev- regular
of
business
the
the
HEADQUARTERS
WE
ARE
apwho will not willingly Incur the cost, unless there
j eral important subjects relative to the
For Wood of all kinds. Phone your r
pears upon the scene a city boss or a national usurper.
welfare of the order were taken up orders or call at 502 South First;
Correspondence.
Special
THE FIRST LESSOM
Albuquerque has not reached such a stage as yet, but
and discussed, after which the re- street.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
IN BREAD MAKING.
devoted
was
further euplneness is dangerous. In fact, no time should
afternoon
mainder of the
!
Important
BALL.
Is
most
of all; that
BASKET
the
Refreshments
The
to social conversation.
be lost, and to arouse an interest in this matter.
Is the selection
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE
of proper flour. J
Citizens offers this discussion.
New York, Feb. 2. A new and marvelous feat oi were served during the course of the
CHAMPIONSHIP.
TERRITORIAL
There is no difficulty about this if
Much In the way of beautiflcation of a town depends surgery has Iwen successfully peiTormed by Dr. unas. afternoon.
Empress flour Is chosen. It Is so
GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE
upon individual effort.
Grass, trees and flowers can be Weir, of this city, which may change many major operDr. and Mrs. R. L. Hust. residing at CASINO.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2.
good and makes such sweet, white
htimblCBt
by
are
water
reasonable
rates
the
afforded if
It was at the Roosevelt hospital No. 319 South Third street, entertain DANCE AFTER GAME.
ations iu. the future.
and nutritious bread as to he una
cottage
can be made
household, and even the tiniest
thut the surgeon for the first time made a search with ed at six handed euchre and high five
surpassed by any milled. The best
CORN
bower of beauty with vines, shrubs, trees, grass, and the powerful
after the removal of an organ from last night. Light refreshments were
bread makers use It for that very
And Just here, attention of landlords a human body, instead of previous to the operation.
blooming plants.
It served and a most, enjoyable time
reason.
$1.15 A HUNDRED.
may be called to the fact that liberal aid to the renter, was tho kidney In this instance that Dr. Weir operated spent. Those present were: Mr. and
PALMER'S,
AT
la this particular, will prove valuable to the owner. Lei upon, but so successful was the unique experiment that It Mrs. N. L. Kemmerer, Mr. and Mrs.
501 NORTH FIRST STREET.
and Mrs. C. E. Low
a tenant family become Interested in beautifying a run is believed In the future that other vital organs may be Felix Baca, Mr.Mrs.
Maloy,
Mr.
A.
J.
Mr.
ber,
and
When you want something In the
ted place, and not only will better care be taken of the examined in the sumo way.
Wholesale Agent,
Mr. and
Ackerman,
Mrs.
Frank
and
property, but longer residence will result, thus relieving
The patient, suffering from stono In the kidney, was Mrs. D. H. Bittner, Mr. and Mrs. K. House
114 West Copper Ave.
resulting
large
lord
frequent
Go To
of the
losses
from
the land
taken, to the Roosevelt hospital, etherized In the usual
Mrs. F. C. Fuehr,
Moon, Mr.
Where the family owns its own home noth manner, and then placed with his face downward, bwitt- - E.r. and Mrs. and
vacancies.
B. F. Copp, Mrs. J. B
ing is truer than that every touch of beauty about the ness was one of the essentials, and with a delt sweep Rutherford and Mrs. B. Casley.
133 South Second St.
place adds to its intrinsic value.
The next
of the knife, Dr. Weir revealed the kidney.
Highest prloe paid for household
Every Instant he had the diseased organ In his baud and as
But much also depends on organized effort.
MOONLIGHT1
MOONLIGHT1
goods.
New and second hand goods
town should have ope or more voluntary organizations
COME AND ENJOY THE MOON
far out as he could readily get It. The fluoroscopo was
Store
such as a womans board of trade or a beauty club of Immediately applied to It and plainly revealed the almost LIGHT WALTZ AT COLOMBO HAl L bought nnd Bold. Phones:
Red 282; House Black 263.
GENTLEMEN
NIGHT.
TOMORROW
mixed membership the purpose of which is to promote microscopic stone.
sur
While the breathless assisting
a systematic development of beauty along well matured geons closely watched, Dr. Weir opened a channel with 50c; LADIES FREE.
OOOOCGOOOOCOOCa
....
:
1
L'. -- A
Zi
deQnUely
adopted plans.
and
Such clubs or boards of Ills lance. .A moment later his forceps gripped the little
The Best Place to Eat
810 75
trade are badly ueeded in this city.
stone and removed it from Its lodgment.
Much, very much, can be done by architects.
The
Scarcely seven minutes had passed from the first
BASKET BALL.
design of a house should conform to the demands of Uie stroke of the knife until tho kidney was resting securely
MAJORS V8. MINORS, TO DECIDE
position in which it is to be built; mid here architects in, its natural place and the lips of the slit had been sewn TERRITORIAL
CHAMPIONSHIP.
and builders can exert strong influence and produce happy together. Fifteen minutes moro and the patient was GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE. 8
FRIDAY,
CASINO,
FEBRUARY 2
Nothing so adds to the beauty of a block as taken from the operating table and was resting easily In
results.
OCOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOCiOOOOOOej
'
DANCE AFTER GAME.
uniformity in diversity.
For residences, each should his bed.
Dr. Weir said that he believed that the liver,
CXDOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
be at the same distance from the street line, with
or some of the other vital organs, could be removed and
similar devotion of space to walks, porches and location thoroughly examined, as was done in tho instance of
Wootton & Mye'fr
upon lots.
A block or resmencts thus situated gives a tho kidney.
much more pleasing effect, even though the edifices he
STOVES
FURNITURE,
CROCKERY,
less costly, than does a block la which one housu almost
or quite reaches the street, another is nearly against
AND RANGES
the back fence, another comes at you end foremost and
NIGHTS
the next one is broadside on. In the same way a block
AND RENTALS
of business houses with the' fronts of the same height
where the number of stories is the same, has a massive
COMMENCING
and Farms
Ranches
and imposing appearance, pleasing the eye and eonimund
log approval; while a block lu which the houses, though
CKC0000OOCKXDXXCC00XXXX
of the same number of stories, differ in height from one
Correspondence Solicited.
bIx
A convention in Salt Lake City has been urging upon
In
scarcely
any
feet,
to
two adjoining ones agreeing
123 S. Third St.,
height or In cornice finish, presents a top line like a bro the people of this country the importance of seeing our
"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M
prominent Albuquerque business man,
h
saw blade und is as insignificant and un own land before taking trips abroad.
Not all of us do
OOOCOCOCaX)COCOOCOOOCXXXX
The Popular
on the completion of his conversation
pleasing as it is possible for a pile of bricks, stone and either.
The great majority do not travel extensively
over th Long Distance Telephone.
mortar to be made. In these particulars architects and either at home or abroad.
The chief concern of the
builders can exert a matchless influence, and cause but average man Is that he may be permitted to stay where
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
e is.
But for the small proportion of people wno nave
deeding generations lo rise up ami call them blesseil.
BRUSHES.
by using the toll lines of
Real estate companies which make additions to the money and leisure for travel tne mono see Amenea
Saddles, Lai
Harness,
And for the rest of us, wno
Leather.
cHy have a large responsibility in this matter of beauty, first" is a good golden rule.
The Colorado Telephone Co.
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
They have certain cannot travel but still desire to know the world in which
because their opportunities are great.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
units of city growth which they can make as beautiful we live, there is auother motto Just as good know
Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.
Dora Thorns" stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Monday
- No additiou to the city America first.
or unsightly as they please.
Pelti.
"See America first" is an excellent idea to impress
hereafter should be made unless treated as a unit. The
AVENUE
RAILROAD
LOW RATES
Know America Tuesday - "Tompkins' Hot Finish" K9 WEST
wtreets should be laid off with definite purpose, prepar- upon the minds or American sightseers.
every
upon
of
minds
Impress
good
plantthe
idea to
first is a
ation should be made for small parka planned and
Wed'day - "Dr. Jekytl and Mr. Hyde"
good
a
TO
EAT
VOU
WISH
IF
Europe
ed by the' proprietors of the addition and reference be man, woman and child iu our great country.
1
You an Odd fellow?" lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
had to the beauty of harmony in the platting and sale of has a greater historic background than the United States burs day "Are
style, go to South Third street, corner
every block. . Certain classua of bouses should be con- offers, but the United States has a scenic beauty which ks riday - - - "fleaowood pick" of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
Wholer3la tlqoo: and Ciar Dealers
&
fined to certain blocks, the classes and blocks varying unrivaled by anything in Europe or elsewhere, while it
served promptly at any hour of the
power30c.
appeal
to
25c
This also has a social concern which oimht to
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O P. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
to suit the financial demands of the purchaser.
New and
vaudeville fea night. Prices will be from
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
can easily be done before the placing of the addition fully to every patriotic American.
tures between every act.
CO.
&
GRENADINO
M.
Jos. Scblltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
upon the market; and the proprietors of additions would
It is estimated that JldO.oiitt.tMli) is spent in Europe
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
than every year by American tourists who have seen very
find that their profits had been increased latln-Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
If a largo part of these millions Ladies Free Monday Night
little of their own land.
diminished by such a course.
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Finally, the city government can do very much with- were spent lu traveling over our own country there would Providing seats are secured at M;it- Itoquireiiu'tit not ouly be an t uorniotis financial saving, but the tourists
in the scope of its duties and prerogatives.
soti's. Prices, 1bc, 25c, 35c.
of tree planting can be enacted along vacant as well as would gain knowledge of infinitely more value to them.
Allugnenles
species
of trees Thousands of Americans llvlnir east of tile
Improved lots, uniformity in sizn and
can be required, cleanliness of mi reels and alleys be who are in the habit of passing a few months in Europe
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,
inado perfect, oversight of cleanliness on premises be every year never saw the Mississippi valley, which in
exacted, nursery stock be purchased In car load lots and itself is a greater industrial empire than all Europe
One Night Only
so id to propel ty holders at actual cost, attention to pav- offers, to sav noihini; of the ltorkv mountains before
endinsignificance.
whose grandeur the Alps shrink
ing and sidewalks and crossing almost, in fact, an
into
less number of matters in which the city government There is some mild pleasure in seeing relics of the effete
may aid any and all movements looking lo the beauti- civilization of the east, but for pople with real American
n d liliNnl in t
veins theru is far more pleasure, and
fying of the city.
At present the organization of clubs or societies or profit as well, in studying the alsxmding life of the high
JOHN CORT
whatever they may be called, to create a sentiment on est civilization of today.
Announces
The tlnest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
this subject, is the first need of Albuquerque.
,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
Easter and Shrove Tuesday.
and
kneads
mixes
again
lift
of
u
purt.
note
The Citizon feels that it should
Shrove
15,
year
April
Sunday
and
falln on
Lasier
this
Again and again Tueaduy
warning to the county 'onimlstioners.
WITH
on Feb. 27 (the next day being Ash Wednesday
bread thoroughly
an? yet anain this paper has been Informed that the of course).
Tuesday was called Shrove (alias
This
FIGMAN
MAX
dyke alxive town Is in no present condition to meet the Shrift) Tuesday
in
Three Minutes.
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY
a time when it was the greut day for
oncoming of flood waters, which this year promises to "shrove," "shrift,"at or,
pro
"confession,
say,
do
we now
as
hands
The
Now U tbe time when pre
be early and disastrous.
for the celebration of Lent.
paration should be made for tbe expected flood, so that its paruiory
not touch the
To "confess" (in the sense of "hearing a confession
Soon
coming need be neither disastrous nor dreaded.
does) was then called "shrive," a slightly
as
priest
the
dou?h.
the people who work on farms will begin their spring modified form of the Anglo-Saxo- n
"scriban" Uu which
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO,
work and labor will be neither so abundant nor so cheap our German readers will easily recognize the German
Sons
0. W. Strong's
as now. Then, too, time can now bo taken to do the Schrleben), to write, to
307 West Railroad Avenue.
un a law, hence to Impose
work well, which will make it much more valuable than a penalty, a penance, etc.draw
8o1D 'Phones.
Oaf or Might
Inquirer.
Philadelphia
STRONG BLOCK
if done under the stress and hurry of immediate danger.
me uiuzen oevoutiy nope tnat tno county commissioners
A New Modern Play by
What Spanish Title Cost.
CLARKVILLE RRODUCC CO
may soon see the necessity of prompt and timely action
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
Spain has Coo.OuO titled persons: that is to say, about
Alice M. mtth
in the matter of repairing tho dyke.
Wholesale and Retail
one In every thirty-eigInhabitants. But such titles are
PLAYERS:
THE
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
The fact that Senators Ixdge held as lws than nothing by the original peorage of the James E. Wilson Florence Robinson
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
h urauuees, anil loini Eugene Ormonde Adelaide Manola
Theso nru known
Bpooner and other republican members of thoir chamber cininti-v- .
602 South First 8treet Both Phones
ou
like
Ruth
McWade
Rooert
Allen
Superintendents
Falrvlew
and
are defending the president 's course in the Santo Do an aristocracy entirelv of blith. some of them
mingo and Morocco mailers, coupled with tbe circum lauded gentry having no handles at all to their names Luciue Henderson Luciie Yorke
&
Saota Barbara Cemeteries
Mary
Joseph
Bertrand
stance that the democrats have given up hope of being and yet entirely refusing to mix with even dukes of new Gregory Hazleton
REAL
INSURANCE,
ESTATE,
FIRE
Lilli.io
Rodger
MONUMENTS
Arrtisby
4hd 18 sumciem
To become r KmrnUh taron
able to defeat the statehood bill In tho upper chamber, creation
LOANS
made
bo
to
may
appear on the sur A viscounty costs double that amount, while
baa a broader significance than
Soats ou sale at Mais ,: ., TmrMiiiy
201 ill N. Second St.. Both Ptones.
Automatic, phone 4M.
aHJirV.IvOU'lOLl
Tt Feb. 8th, at D o'clock
face.
It means that the republicans are all falling into
Kooui lu. N I Vrui:io Lulldir.g
AVE.
RAILROAD
PnlCLS, 75c,
j r0
Jlue again.
Bits.
FOURTH ST. AND
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Tucker
Stock Co.

Thos. F. Keleher
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ELKS' THEATRE

Saturday, Feb, 10.
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Florence Roberts

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
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SKIPS WITH WIFE NO.

And His Bondsmen Will Have to Make
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Away From the City.
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Johu Myers, or Minis, bh he was
known to most of bis acquaintance
here, who, together with tue woman,
Kose Wall, with whom he has been
Hying at 217 South Broadway, was out
on bonds of 5ou euch, awaititiK trial
on the charge of unlawful cohabitation,
preferred against him by Mary Myers,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, who claims to be
Myers first and only lawful wife, has
jumped his bond, and together with
the Well woman, and the two little
children that has been born to them
during the time they have been living
together as man and wife, left for
parte unknown.
Make His Preparations.
Yesterday Myers, who had been In
the employe of Contractor Wallace
Hesselden, drew what wages were due
him and announced that he was going
to work for another contractor in this
city, letter in the afternoon he was
Been to enter his buggy, in front of
the house at 219 South Broadway, together whh the woman and two children, and drive off. The neighbors,
who were familiar with the Myers
case, through reading the full accounts
in the
of M, published exclusively
columns of The Kvenlng Citizen or
Tuesday. January 30, did not think
strangely Qf this proceeding on the
part of Myers until this morning,
when, mrticlng that .they nad not returned, and tnat the house was apparently deserted, tney decided thai
Myers had decani ied. and Immediately notified the officers of their bub- nlclons.
Hesselden Notifies Bondsmen.
In the meantime Wallace HeJscldeu
had become suspicious of Myers and
this morning notified Henry Wester- feld, the Railroad avenue cigar store
man, and Polly Utrson, who is also
employed at the Phoenix Planing mill,
where Myers worked, both of whom
.
were uunusiuru nil lf,)nM
n;cia ariri thu
Weil woman, in the mm of $500 each,
that Myers had drawn his pay and
left the mill with the avowed Intention of sec urine work elsewhere in
the city.
;
Bondsmen on the Trail.
Westerfeld and Larson immediately
upon learning the above circumstan- ces, started an investigation. A visit
was paid the house on South Hroau-wa- y
where Myers and the Weil woman hud been living, and it was
found to he untenanted. Not having
the authority to force nn entrance to
the house, they applied to the owner
of the premises, who accompanied
them to the residence of Myers, and
the house was entered. The furniup.
but
ture had not packed
nf hnntv nre- partitions for a hurried departure.
r..c . ,1
rnm miin t n.n t fitl
ur
i.t-YVfWL-ariiii aturti
with the United States authorities
here, and messages were sent to
Las Cruces, Bernalillo, and other
surrounding towns, giving a description of the fleeing couple, the rig, and
the elrcnmstane.es surrounding , tbfiir
The
departure from , Albuquerque.
United States authorities state that it
is up to the bondsmn to locate and
bring back. Myers and the woman, but
they pre lending their aid to the
bondsmen to accomplish this.
Theories of Their Flight.
It Is thought that Myers- and the
woman either drove to Isleta. catching a night train there, or to Berna-

ff

T

'

lillo.

I

I

RETURNS

v

Messrs. Westerfeld and Larson, on
learning of the supposed flight or
Myers and he woman, mounted wheels
this morning and at last reports were
scouring the surrounding country in
search of trace of the fleeing couple.
Both the local police and 1he government authorities are assisting in the
soarch for Myers and t be woman and
thare is but little doubt but what they
will eventually be located.
Flight Indicates Guilt.
The flight of Myers uud the woman
whom he deserted his real wite for,
completely vindicate the liule woman
who has followed him from Cincinnati,
to have him punished for iiis ue.seuiou
of her ami his own Utile sons. Had
Myers been "a victim of circumstances
and a malicious plot," us he claimed,
It hardly looks reasonable to think
that he would flee Iroin justice, were
he honestly belug made the victim of
a plot. The little woman, whose pale
blue ryes look straight at one when
talking, and whose honesty Is apparent in all her actions, has proof of
all she claims. She has her marriage
certificate, and affidavits showing that
Myers deserted her for the Weil woman. She indignantly denies that
there was any lorced marriage with
Myers and claims that bhe uud Myers
lived together '"' more than lluee
years before he began to neglect her.
All of the sympathy of those who
have familiarized themselves with the
case lias gone out to the liitJe wife
who, with her little boys, 4 and 5
years of age, has made such a t.' niggle asainst adverse circumstances,
as she lias since deserved by her husband.
Cheer Was Significant.
Polly Larson informs a representative of The livening Citizen that since
his arrest the i Uaraeterist.ic cheerful
demeanor of Muus or Myers was
transformed Into one of gloom nnd
fear. Yesterday afternoon he seemed
himself again, ticcordini; to Larson,
whistled and sang alxiut his work and
was apparently without a care in the
"I thought It strange, at the
world.
time," said Lar?on. "and suspected
something was amiss. 1 see something was, for the cheer iiiuniftted
liy Maus was probably the result of
his well laid plans to get away."
About His Early Marriage.
To friends Maus Is reported as saying that he was a victim of unfortunate circumstances in his younger
days. He Is credited with saylug that
his marriago to the woman who has
caused his arrest here was a forced
one, she claiming him as the father of
a child which liana filed exceptions to.
He is reported as telling friends here
that he lived with this wife but ofa
short time because of the nature
their marriage and events which preceded
Disinherited Him.
Some time ago the father of Maus
came from Cincinnati to visit him.
Mr. Myers was quite wealthy. It is
reported that the .old gentleman had
quite an appetite for booze and on
several occasions came home to Ms
(lie
ron
t wither, for which be was reprimand
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CHARLIE BRAGG IS
NEARLY WELL AGAIN
BOY WHO IT WAS THOUGHT WAS
FATALLY HURT BY CAR WILL
SOON BE OUT.

Charlie Bragg, the young boy who
Butaiued a fracture of the skull near
the base of the bralu as the result of
jumping off a rapidly moving trolley
car on Second street a few weeks ago,
and whose lite was despaired of, lias
now so far recovered as to be. entirely out of danger.
Dr. Elder says that in live or six
days the youngster can be discharged
from the hospital.
Charlie has refused all alms during
his confinement but says he will work
ami pay for his treatment when he
gets well and strong again.
fORNOFF RETURNS

FROM

OF OTHER

THING OF BEAUTY

INTERVIEWED

cross-countr-

SO SANG THE POET, AND SO WILL
THE TERRACE ADDITION SOON
PROVE.

From M. P. Stamm, a Citizen representative has learned that the work
on the Terrace addition to the city,
east of the Highlands, is progressing
very satisfactorily. The well has been
sunk nnd cased to a depth of 210 feet,
and has a constant dejuh of water of
47 feet. This well is in a direct line
with the University, but lying about
three blocks to the south of it. The
well Is eight inches in diameter with
a six inch pump. The pump Is run by
an electric motor having a three phaze
circuit.
The company has bought the 40,000
gallon tank recently owned, by the
American Lumber company, and the
well not only supplies an abundance
of water for irrigation and all other
purposes, but Mr. Stamm estimates
that H will continue to do so for the
first 75 houses which shall be ejected.
A
park has lieen reserved around the well, and as the
population upon the addition Increases
other wells will be sunk In the park
to keep fully abreast of the demand.
Mr. Stamm Is thoroughly
satisfied
with the experiment of the addition's
owning its own water system, alike
as to cost, ubuii'ance and quality of
the water secured.
This terrace addition will be a
model for all subsequent oneB, and
will be the largest single addition
ever made to the beauty, attractiveness and reputation of Albuquerque.
Silver avenue will be the principal
street of the addition and the company will plant not only the park, but
both sides of the avenue with trees
furnished and maintained by them till
the property shall be sold to residents. One purchase of 500 tulip
trees has already been made, and
other purchases of other varieties are
to follow.
Silver avenue will be 80 feet In
width, and no house built upon It can
come within thirty feet of the street
line. On either side of the street will
be seventeen feet, leaving a roadway
In the center, forty-si- x
feet In width.
The seventeen feet on each side will
three-foocousist of a
t
continuous
grass plot, next, the yards; then, going
outward, will bo a
sidewalk
of vitrified brick; and between this
way
walk
and .ie roadbed, will come
eight, feet planted to trees.
It Is
evident that, when the plans of the
management shall have been carried
out and they are making rapid and
satisfactory progress there will be
nothing else in all the southwest at
all comparable for beauty and desirability whh the Terrace addition to
Albuquerque.
six-ac-
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FAIR ASSOtlATION

BELL CASE

STATES THAT HE THINKS BELL
DEMENTED WAS ACTING
AS
EMISSARY

OF

GOVERNOR

Deputy United States Marshal Fred
Fornoff, who has been at Prescott,
Ariz., investigating the alleged confession of Frank Bell to the aasassina-tioof Colonel Chaves, returned to
this city last night.
Deputy Fornoff Btates that he is under the Impression that Bell Is slightly demented and that he is not guilty
of tho killing of Chaves. He made a
careful investigation of every phase
of the case while in Prescott, but refuses to give out anything definite until he has made big report to Governor
Hagerman.
"I was not on the case in my official
rapacity as deputy marshal," said Mr.
Fornoff. 'but was there investigating

n

MUCH PLEASED

HAS

OBLIGATIONS

--

six-fo-

CRIMLS

Incarcerated In the city prison is
one Harry Hewett accused of being a
sneak thief and the party alleged to
havo entered the rooming house' of
Mrs. Gable, at 522 West Lead avenue,
off with that lady's wedand
ding ring.
M ewett Is suspected of being
Implicated In several other sneak thief
jobs perpetrated upon residents of Albuquerque lately, and may turn out
to be one of a gang which the police
have been anxious to land for some
time.
Yesterday afternoon, it is ctaimeo
that Hewett sneaked into the kitchen
of Mrs. Gable and made off with a
valuable wedding ring. As Mrs. Gable walked Into the front room of her
house she noticed a man answering
the description of Hewett, pass by
outside. She continued on upstairs.
The thief circled around to the rear
of the place and was seen to enter the
kitchen door of the Gable house, by
neighbors.
The band of gold was pawned at a
South First street store for $1. Chief
McMillln learned that the circlet had
been "hocked" shortly afterwards, before, in fact, the report of the theft
was received by him. As soon as
Mrs. Gable Informed the police that
she had btn robbed of the circlet of
gold, the marshal put one and one together, found the ring in the pawn
shop, and took possession of it. Mrs.
Gable furnished 'him with an accurate description of the thief. The
same wa turned over to Officer Knapp
who located Hewett on First street
and placed him under arrest. Hewett was identified by the pawnbroker
as the man who put the ring up for
the dollar, and accurately tallies with
the description given of him by Mrs.
Gable and the neighbors.
Htwett is a.lrut 35 years old, and
says his home is In Boeton. Mass. He
hae been working, he says, for some
time at the plant of t'ne American
Lumber company.

AJOY FOREVER

ENOUGH

OFFICERS

FAVOR
BASE BALL,
BUT DO NOT FAVOR ASSOCIATION FINANCING TEAM.

The business men of

ot

the city as

well as the base ball fans, agree with

The Evening Citizen that Albuquerque
should have a base ball team the coining season, and that the sooner something is done toward getting a team
organized, the better. The Citizen
yesterday made several suggestions as
to possible plans for the support of a
team, among them that, the Territorial Fair association take' the nian- and contribute to the sup-- l
port, or a tea-and use- it as au adRAILWAY EMPLOYES' Ml'.
vertising medium for the coming fair.
Following this suggestion,'; Secretary
TUAL PROTECTIVE SOCIETY Rosenwald,!, or the
fair
stated this morning that' he believed
BRANCH OFFICE OPENED IN THE that the city ought to he represented
CITY, AND CHARLES D. KLUMPP by a base ball team, and would gladly give his personal support to one,
APPOINTED AGENT.
but as to the fair association taking
The Railway Employes' Mutual Pro- upon itself any.' financial obligation
tective society, Incorporated and ex- more than it already has. why, he
isting under the laws of the Btate of was very much opposed to It. GenCalifornia, has appointed Charles I). eral Director P. F. McCanna was alsi
Kluuipp, of this city, the resident man- scn, and was found to be of the same
ager of Its branch office iipenod in opinion as Mr. Uosenwald. He lieliev-ethat, the city ought to have a base
Albuquerque.
The society has filed Its articles of ball team, and said that the fair asIncorporation In probate court, In ad- sociation was anxious thiit it hould
dition to the certificate designating have one, so as to be able to enter the
base ball tournament of the coming
Mr. Klumpp as. its agent.
much opposed to
The society is a corporation with- fair, hut was
out capital stock. The Incorporators the fair association inking upon Itself
any
more financial obligation than it
named are J. N. Brebant, F. M. Armalready had. What .Mr. McCanna and
strong, A. Ken old and others.
Mr. Klumpp is a well known en- Mr. Rosenwald say about things pergineer In the employ of the- Santa Fe. taining to the territorial fair goes, so
tho fans need not look to Uie fair association for maney with which to
MORTUARY.
run a base ball team. There are yet
the private company with popular
Miss Loura Camp.
plan and the old plan of a
Word has been received in this city big popular subscription schemes, yet
of the death of Miss Loura Camp, in to be exploited, and there is no reason
Saginaw, Mich., on January 23 Miss why the fans should Income discour-(amspent over a year in this dty.'aged because of
first turn down
coming 1m re In October 1904. She, Albuquerque will the
show up in due time
c erked t the
omans Exchange for , wta a tfHlm that s , no
nu.ans
o,A iiiwiiuia aim Bijem duiijq uiuuius tall ender,
a i amp Hirnie, ana last ueptemDer
wnt to Culiero to lie governess In COLONEL
BALLARD NOW
Ben Bibo's family. She was taken
sick there, and after recoving, went
to her home in Saginaw, Mich. Her WELL
KNOWN
ROSWELL
death was duo to hemorrhage.
RIDER, APPOINTED AS
AIDE DE CAMP ON GOVERNOR'S
Olive Fay Steen.
STAFF.
Find-lay.
Mr. and Mrs. James Sieen, of
Charles L. Ballard, of Hjswell.
Ohio, parents of Olive Fay Steen,
daughter, who died
of Hough Riders, has been
their
from tuberculosis on board the Cali- appointed a members of Governor Heras aide de
fornia limited near Fort Wlngate on bert J. Hagerman s
Thursday, left last night for their camp, with the rank of colonel. The
homo with the remains.
The family apiKiintrmmt wa,s nuiiie Monday afterAngeles for tho bene- noon, and the commi-slo- n
had been in
will be Ishealth, and sued at once, to da iiom January 22,
fit of their daughter's
i
were endeavoring to get home before lyoti. Three other.-leaving
regular members of the
death came.
staff yet to bo
Thos,e reappointed are:
BUILDING LOAN COMPANY
Major W. H. 11. Llewellyn, of Las
Judge advocaic general: Dr.
FILES ANNUAL REPORT Cruees,
W. 1. Tipton, of Las Vegas, surgeon
general, and Colonel James W. Will-son- ,
EXTRACT OF OFFICIAL DOCUof ItoHwcll, ai.U do camp, with
IN
MENT
FILED
PROBATE rank of colonel. These commissions
COURT WITH IMPORTANT FIG- will also date from January 22, l'JOC.
URES.
In speaking of tl"' hitaff, Governor
Building and Hagerman said:
The
"The appointment of Colonel Bal1oau association of Albuquerque, has
filed Its annual report lor the year lard of course means that one mem- of lft5 In prolate court. It shows l,er of the staff Is not to be
the amount of authorized capital an ed, but at present I cannot say who
$1, uno, (i'hi, par value of each share of thU one will be. I shall not make the
stock, $2"'); number of shares in other appointments at once."
force, 1195, and 403 shares sold during
"
preceding year.
NATIONAL GUARD ORDERS
The receipts from all sources for
1905 were $!5,489.88; disbursements,
The following gem-raorders have
$90,118.44; cash on hand December
31, $5,343.74; expenses. $2,726.69; as- been issued from the adjutant generoffice,
al's
by command of Governor
sets for preceding year, $66,723.57;
stock account, $37,132.00; undivided Herbert J. Hagerman:
General order N. 2, announces the
prodw, $14,935.31.
appointment of A. P. Tarklngton to be
Rough Hands Made Smooth.
adjutaut general, wi'ti tli rank of
A man who once had rough, horny brigadier
general.
hands made them as smooth andl234
''cneral order No. announces the
hands made them soft and smooth stuff appointment.", published
with Witch Hazel Salve, but he used where in
,.o....r
the genuine that bearing the name
General order No. 5 announces the
Chicago."
Co.,
&
For,
detailing of"R. C. DeWltt
n.m,in
imi.ert,
..t .
J
'
v ..
a or . .
in V.rulaaa a,
rn.,
UUiun,
DUttB, UOim, euia,
rnft PI rot .nOJi,.,.n ,.l .....i.
to
.
-o inspector of in;i
ii hub uv f.u..,
arms
bleeding,
ind
b
In the national guard of New Mexico.
mediate relief from
1h
Itching and protruding piles, hold by
,1LMV
)nU.ri,
U.Ina .,,,.,,
all druggists.
for listrilmilou.
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Harry If ewett Behind the Bars. So Says "Joe" Whitakcr of
Accused of Stealing
York Mate-Sum- mer
Wedding Ring,
Weather In East.
IS SUSPECTED

ed by the Bon and warned to cut it out
If he desired to etay at the house.
This injured the feelings of the old
gentleman and he returned home In
an angry frame of mind. He made out
his will upon returning to Cincinnati,
sou.
disinheriting the Albuquerque
Since then Maus has started legal action to break the will.
Drew Cash from Bank.
Before leaving last evening with
tls alleged second wife and children,
Maiu d.ew $200 from the bank and
also what ho had coming from those
he was employed by.
Was An Ideal Man.
Henry Westerfeld said to a representative of The Evening Citizen that
Maus has been an Ideal man since
coming to Albuquerque. "He was a
steady and skilled carpenter." said Mr.
Westerfeld, "and at ail times very attentive to his family. He was a man
who could induce any one who knew
Mm "to help him out of a difficulty. I
believe he Is a victim of circumstances."
Wife No. 2 Returns.
Following close upon the announcement that Maus. or Myers, had sklp-p- r
the town, together with wife No.
2 and their children, the eldest
of
whom will be three years old next
May, came the startling news that
Mrs. Maus, or wife No. 2, had returned to the city with her little children,
but minus the man for whom she is
daring so much.
A reporter for The Evening Citizen
called at Marshal Foraker's office, and
was Informed that they had heard
that she had returned, but did not
know whether the rumor wa
founded or not, adding that the reporter might call t the Maus, or
Myers residence, and find out. This
the reporter did, and met Mrs. Maus,
or Myers, just as she was returning
from a trip down town.
Horse Looked Jaded.
Mrs. Maus, or Myers, was In the
buggy In which she and the man, who
claims she is his only wife, had
driven away In last night. The horse,
a small sorrel pony, looked tired and
jaded. Ho was covered with dried
lather, showing every evidence of having been driven far and fast. Mrs.
Mans also looked tired and fagged
out;
When the reporter stated his business and mission, Mrs. Maus, or Myers, who is a pleasant looking woman
of perhaps 30 years of age, said, with
a smile:
She Will Not Talk.
"1 do not care to discuss the subject for publication."
"Isn't It a fact; Mis. Maus?" was
then asked by the reporter, "that you
have just returned from a
drive, In which you helped the
man yea love, escape?"
"I suppose,", answered the woman,
"that there's no use to deny that I
have been driving the horse gives ine
away, hut further than that I will say
nothing.
"Where did you drive your husband
to?" was the next question asked.
Her 'lips formed a determined
straight line, and she replied, with
some heat:
"You, nor any one, will ever find
that out from me."
"But If they put you In jail, Mrs.
Maus?"
"They can do what they please! I'll
not say a word."
"Where did you drive to last nigTit?"
"I don't know."
"Where is Mr. Maus, now?"
"I don't know."
"Will you remain here and face the
chiirge against you?''
"I will remain here until I leave.'"
Further attempts to extract any Information from Mrs. Maus met with
i! reception
and answers similar to
those delivered by Henry H. Rogers,
of Standard Oil fame, to the quest of
Atrorn y General Hadley, of Missouri.
A very significant
fact In connection with the conversation with Mrs.
Maus was that she seenied perfectly
satisfied that in the escape of her alleged husband, all fear of the penitentiary had disappeared from ner
mind. She was evidently tired out
completely, from her all night's drive,
but withal, seemed happy, and only
once, when questioned
as to the
whereabouts of her husband, did she
cease to smile.

ALBUQUERQUE HAS

UNDER ARREST

-

be but little If any
doubt but what Bell, i his alleged con- was
icssion,
making a "grand stand"
play, owing to his demented condition, which Is now being Inquired Into
by the authorities at Prescott. He will
.,
i
hn p...,,
oni. t. .JHuiiiiaiion, ana n decided Insane will be committed to an
asylum. He is Mill
,ne custody of
the Prescott police.
A

NO.

I hav
Hager-- j
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Money Out of Bank and Then Drove

WIFE

for publication until
report to Governor
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Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

WITH DUKE CITY

Furniture, Carpets

MISSION

BY A SAVAGE

SHOP OF THE CR AFTERS
Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks. Hall Trees, library and" rarlor 8tand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

The McBrian Furniture Co,
WE ARE SELLING

Bent's Insect Destroyer, the best bug and Insect destroyer made. It Is
harmless to human beings, but death to all insects. 35c Per Bottle.
SOLO ONLY BY US.

rirst Su and

Gold Ave.

f
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218 South 8ec0nd

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.
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6f.ec.ial Sale

Provisions.
Closing prices to
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The St. Elmo

Finest WtfcUes

V

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

0

SAMPLE AND 0
CLUB ROOMS

e-

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON 1 ho Cloaner
('loans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no oth
er Just Thornton. WAh 'phones. 6
737 South Walter Street.
4

llf.
45
112T

Kansas City Live Stock.
i. City, lo., Fell. 2. Cattle
2.ii"0, including 300
south- Ueei
market steady; native steers. Z,
eVh $tic; Miiitlicrn steers, $3.254.75;
native
sou' li ru cows, $2.25ff3.65;
and heifers, $2.256.85; stock-an- JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
eu
STAGE LINE
$3?T4.85;
bulls,
feeders,
$2.25
el's
s, calves, $3f(7; western fed
Carries the ITnttert
mait- r. I.$3.7rTi S.ufl; western fed cows, only line with a change Ktsto
of stock en
gooa rigs, norses and drivers;
3,0i0; market was ruuie;
!ie
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
u d
muttons. $4.3ofi 5.75; lambs, Wednesday unit hVi.lav a. ft a m Pnf
range wethers, $5.60fj 6.25; particulars, address W. L. Trimble
r.u'n r,
5.25.
fed ewes. $1.50
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, I'roprietor, Perea, N. M.
ATTORNEY
DISTRICT
RESISTS PATRICK.
New York. Feb. 2. Preparations

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

d

;

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

i

:

.",

;

in.il.iiii.'

by

the district attorney's

Crown Studio

of Albert
District
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
(iarvcy had a conference
..it,,ii,,
JlbVj West Railroad Ave.
wi'ii I'i.
'to Scliultz, yesterday, to
Auto Phone, 320.
tin' aiil'iiiviis oi piiyu:iaiB
flu
do
W
..u.iii- hat the evidence
!,,,w ilia' Uice was chloroformed,
not
n, ,i Hi,, i nibalming fluid could
111!'!
Mi
,, ,i
lung of tho body, Albuquerque Novelty Works
tmv
F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor
rut attorney's office is also
The
" Mli1 msmry m Aiexuiiut'r
liidl ii,
321 8outh Second 6treet
U S'ai.- - iu'v. who makes the
received, large shipment of
Just
,
concerning the state-,,',- Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
iit!u!.iv;t
' y
.!)'r,s P. .Tonea In Tribune Bicycles,
i. ii
Repairing of all
kinds, llelore buvfii? elve tig a calJ.
Ttva- (ifllcc tn oppuso the motion
T 1'itiii lv for a new trial.

i
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Bold by all Dealerm

00000e0 oooooo-

69
15S
97

i

CiimltlQS

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
j $20 West Railroad Avenue

143'4

a

Proprietor

HAVANA CIGARS

2

151

v

Third Street

Machine Works J

Foundry and

Rich mnd Fragrant
0

jiij-- i

Central
Viiii.- - lvanla
Sunt b. i i Pacific
I'liiim l'a :tic, common

121 N.

and Lumber Can;
haftiifs,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
V
f
irmpmlr on Mining and Mill Maehlnory m Mpmclmlty
Foundry east wide ot railroad track.
AJbuqaerqae, H. M.

Feb. 2.

rk

V

Auto Phone 601.

R. P. HALL,

Stock Quotations.
New York, Feb. 2. Closing quotations today:
92
Atchison, common
w

PURE CHILE

GROWN

Every Saturday.

FAIR

ARMIJO, Prop.

o

per cent; prime
4G per cent. Bar SMOKE

ia.-in- i,

YORK

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal

Spelter, dull

44c;

.

ooooooooooooo

coot-coocoootKotototo-

WOOL

83c.
29c.

Street

ooooo

0

Albuquerque

May, 82V4C; July,
July, 46Hc
Corn May,
Oats May, 30V6c; July,
Pork May, $14.35; July, $14.454.
Urd May, 17.70; July, $7.80i.
Kids - May, 17.77; July. $7.87.

Co.

ry3BBmar':vMWi.ifi!'AJHfr?n

steady, at 3V&04V6
mercantile paper,
silver, (laifc.
day:
Wheat

Construction

induction Motor

New York Money Market.
New York, Feb. 2. Money on call,

Chicago,

SPECIALTY.

Electric &

Spelter.
Louis, Mo., Feb.

A

Southwestern

THE MARKETS

.

HOUSE WIRING

Electric, Gas & Combination
fixtures

DUTCHER, CITY CIRCULATOR
EVENING CITIZEN, ATTACKED BY CANINE.

ah

Both Phoaat

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct

OF THE

at

II. BRIGGS & COMPANY
PKOP'S. ALVARADO PHARMACY

13.

M. M.

1TCC1

and Draperies

FURNITURE

DOG

While riding towards home on his
bicycle last evening, M. M. Dutclier
was attacked by a vicious bulldog on
Railroad avenue, near tb corner of
Fifth street. Tho canine sank his
teeth Into Mr. Dutcher's leg, Inflicting two ugly wounds.
Mr. Dutches went to a physician
and had the lnjules properly attended to. "This i uot the first time
these dogs have come at me," Bald
Mr. Dutcher.
"About every time I
arrive in that, uelghliorhood I en conn
ter the same trouble. If the police do
not have the canines propered secured
I will shoot them.

9

Lafst Designs Just Received, from

ON THE LEG

BITTEN

AVENUE

Albert Faber

fr

St

J0 RAILROAD

308- -3

Joseph Whitakcr and wife, from
Jamestown, N. Y., who have been
guests at the Alvarado for the past
two days, left on No. 7 last evening
for pjints In California on a three
niont'is' pleasure trip.
Mr. Whltaker and wife spent, last
evening as the guests of friends from
his home city.
"Joe" Whitakcr Is one of the veteran wool buyers of the United States
In the employ of Hall & Co., of the
New York state city. He reports business booming In the east, the woolen
mills running every loom and all other
branches of business equally active.
"The
market now Is demanding
worsted goods again, rather than
woolen. In contrast to existing trade
conditions a. year or so ago, when
every one was wool crazy," remarked
Mr. Whltaker, to a reporter from The
Evening Citizen. "So universal Is the
demand
worsted goods that mills
running on this product are filled up
to their capacity with orders until
spring."
Mr. Whltaker left home a few days
ago. He says the weather there his
been phenomenally superb. "There
has been no snow on the ground for
a long period there," he remarked.
"The sun shines brightly, the air is as
warm as It Is in June and several
robins have been seen. It Is the most
wonderful winter thus far, I can remember,, and those who are accustomed about this time of the year to
arise early In the morning and get
In communication
with the outside
world by dint of steady work with.the
snow shovel and plow, are delighted,
I can assure you, by this unprecedented kindness of nature."'
Mr. Wlhltaker was shown about the
city. He- spoke of It as an ideal place.
He was accompanied through the various gambling Institutions. "I never
saw anything like It before," he remarked. "It certainly is quite a spectacle. It is rather strange that such
good order prevails where so many
thousands are changing hands. Everybody seems to lose or win with the
same indifference and good nature.
"From what I have seen of your city
it certainly has more than pleased
me," said Mr. Whltaker, before taking
his train. "There seems to be a general real estate and building boom.
Albuquerque has a bright future. Indeed, and gives promise of being the
best city between Kansas City and
Los Angeles. I hope to see more of It
upon my return east."

MELINI & EAKIN
Bole

Agent.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Aatomatlo Phone,

i
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Room

F. COPP, D. D. S.
17.
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Peters on the Vexed Question of Woman:s Rights.
OTHER

t

who
Why is the number of women
tooccupy hlfTn official poon lew
that
Is
it
Uby
day than ever before?
an civilization advances ' the impres
Blon deepens on the popular mind thats
nnlttlrfll nositlon is not woman
nMj r,i,l..ct mission?
lighter
It certainly Is not that a s abilestimate Is placed upon womanthan beity and force of character
fore, but because of the development
of
f our own being the true spheres
he sexes are better defined.
onhore. hv his more robust
constitution, is designed by Provli,A he more nubile one; that
.,man bv her more refined or
.,f
panlzatlon. the more private, but none
the less honorable, or requiring less
hrn Inn
The w rid s history plainly shows
mt nod never called woman out of
of
her sphere except on occasions
uhen men were so
l.!ise,l that they were not to be found
be- canal to tasks that legitimately way
innsM tn them. This was true
back yonder In the early age when
heroic Ileborah ruled all Israel for 40

...,

(In a recent address the Rev. Madiaon C. Peters, pastor of the Church
Woman's
of the Epiphany, New York, attacked the theory of
Rights. A storm of disapproval, mainly from club women, descended upon
for The Evening Citithe clergyman. In the following statement, written
zen, Rev. Peters renews his attack and"nakea clear his contentions.)
But woman is not on this account suffrage, "Shall woman be lnevested
going to be dishonored or her pride with the ballot?" the question Is not
As civilization advances one of the simple rlgnt as her equal
mortified.
MA
y
I
w rnan shall be crowned queen in a with man, but is It wise, is it best? I
4
i
higher sense a queen swaying an im- do not deny the inborn right of wo'
I
t
perial scepter over human hearts, man o smoke cigarettes, or to use
queen of home out of which sweet the rough language of men, but most
empire influences will go forth that of us men are inclined to believe that
govern
the world proving women who do these things also, as
shall
thousands of times a light in the dark-nes- someone has put it, "are no gentlean inspiration In discourage- men," and if the sexes are to be equalment, a secret of victory In liard ized I would rather It were done by
struggle, and a hand to restrain from refining the men than by the vulgarizing of women.
sin in the time of fierce temptation.
KEV. MADISON C. PETER3
The ballot is not the panacea of all
God has put Into the hands of our
at their nwti hearthstone a. wrongs. Man has had the ballot and women drink as men. The right to
power greater than that which, presi- failed with It. Would woman's vote vote involves a radical change in w
If only good women man's life, and the functions of cltl
dents or kings wield and which Issues alter things?
comparatively few zenship which carry with it the re
voted.
But
while
their
woe
of
or
weal
In
the
either
rears
good
women
would
avail themselves sponsibility for cmc duty would mean
tnat
prrphcey
children.
I dare to venture the
of wo- of the privilege, all bad women would. such a change in her life as would
in the future no Elizabeth or Victoria , Upon this vexed question
wnlch Would women vote out the saloon. mako her more of a man than a
will ever bH upon the throne of po man's rights, the burden ofpoint of when in the cities at
least as many I woman.
seems to turn upon the one
litical power.
p

and others have between 23,000 and
30,000 sheep to bo taken care of there.
Wool buyers from Boston, New York,
1 TERRITORIAL TOPICS
Chicago and other points, are beginning to arrive in these parts, and several of the largest wool growers have
already received orders for their wool
clip. Prices are expected to be higher
this year than last. Sheep owners
SON SUFFERING WITH
BRIGHT'S DISEASE. throughout Arizona asd New Mexico
Samuel F. Bean went up to Santa are highly elated over the outlook.
Fe last Saturday, returning Monday,
Never .Gripe or Sicken.
with his srn Sammy, who is quite ill
never gripe or sicken, but
They
says
Las
the
with Bright's disease,
and strengthen the stomach,
cleanse
was
who
Crnces Republican. Sammy,
bowels. This is the univer
and
liver
colattending school at St. Michael's
of the many thousands
verdict
sal
ago
and
lege, was taken sick a month
Little Early Risers.
use
DeWitt's
who
was steaxlilv getting worse. Mr. Bean These
famous little pills relieve headwent up and brought him home, hop ache, constipation,
biliousness, Jaun
ing that the change would Denent mm dice, torpid liver, sallow complexion,
etc. Try Little Early Risers.
Kodol Digests What You Eat.
Just a little Kodol after meals will DEPORTATION OF ALIEN
relieve that fulness, belching, gas on
LABORERS TO MEXICO
stomach, and all other symptoms of
been received by
Orders
have
indigestion. Kodol digests what you Capt. George Webb to deport the
dieat, and enables the stomach and
aliens who have been kept in Douglas
gestive organs to perform their func- for some time past, says the Tucson
tions naturally. Kodol is a thorough Citizen. Several weeks ago a numdigestant and will afford relief from ber of Mexicans who had come to this
any disorders due to Imperfect diges- country to work, contrary to the ImmiSold by all
tion or
gration laws, were arrested at Columdruggists.
bus, N. M. They were taken to Doug- a
inAAj t
thorp
Atrer a.
i..
ltt null piaiv7u in J
HEAVY 8TICK BADLY
commissioner, it was
a
before
trial
BRUISED MAN'S SHOULDER. found that they were here contrary to
Julian Llal came near meeting with the Immigration laws and the commisa very serious accident a few days sion recommended that they be de
ago, says the White Oaks Outlook. ported. Captain Webb will leave toWhile working down In a well for Fe morrow morning for Douglas to see
llx Guebara, a heavy stock which was that the aliens get safely across the
UBed In holding the rope to the buck- line.
et, accidentally dropped from the surA Healing Gospel.
face to the bottom, a distance of forty
feet, striking him on the shoulder.
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
Fortunately, no injury was done, ex- Sharon Baptist Cchurch, Belair, Oa.,
cept a severe bruise which will put says of Electric Bitters: "It's a Godhim on the retired list for a few days. send to mankind. It cured me of a
ame back, stiff joints, and complete
Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
physical collapse. I was so weak It
"I am the luckiest man in Arkan- look me hair an hour to walk a mile.
sas," writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno, Two bottles of Electric Bitters have
"since the restoration of my wife's made me so strong I have Just walked
health after five years of continuous three miles in 50 minutes and feel
coughing and bleeding from the lungs; like walking three more. It's made a
and I owe my good fortune to the new man of me." Greatest remedy
world's greatest medicine, Dr. King's for weakness and all Stomach, Liver
New Discovery for Consumption, and Kidney complaints. Sold under
which I know from experience will guarantee at all druggists,
ouc.
cure consumption if taken in time.
My wife Im proved with the first bot
Rv gum!" exclaimed the old man,
tle and twelve bottles completed the when Willie went away to college he
cure." Cures the worst coughs and said he was going to bo a professional
colds or money refunded. At all drug literary man, and dinged If be hasn't
gists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle developed into one already, lies no
amateur, I tell you."
free.
Making his own living from his
STOCK CONDITIONS NOT
writing, already?"
BAD IN LINCOLN COUNTY,
"No, not that. But hes no ama
Local conditions liave very much lm teur. He don't write even to me exproved here during the past ten days, cept for money."
says the White Oaka Outlook. The
A Citizen want ad will get the busi
snow has about disappeared under
returning sun, except on the northern ness. Try one.
slope of the mountains, the greater
part of the moisture going into the
soil. From reports thug far received
from outlying, ranches, the loss of
stock in the county has not been near
what manv were led to expect from
the severe cold under the great depth
of snow which completely covered the
ground for so long a time. The losses
in some herds will not go over 1 per
cent, while it is estimated that 5 per
cent will be a fair average. 1 he ben
efit of the moisture t the ranges will
fully make up for this loss later on.
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who li:s acquired th
habit of keeping on band a but lie of
Chamberlain's Cons l Remedy,
herself a great annunt of uneasines
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
are quickly cured by Its ue. It coun
teracts any tendency of a cold to re
suit lu nneumonia. and If given as
soon as the first symptoms of crou
aouear. It will prevent the attack
This remedy contains nothing injurious and mothers give it to little ones
with a feeling cf perfei-- t security,
sale by all druggists.

MOST ANYTHING

wringer, burnt wood and hand tinted
washing machine, laundry stove.
d
lawn mower and
fixings, including enameled spade, tortoise shell handled rake and hoe, hand
automatic
painted wheel-barrograss seed, weed scythe, sickle.
Hand made kitchen range, carved
cake griddle, gold lined tea kettle, antique bread box, ebony chopping bowl,
pearl handled nutmeg grater, cut glass
fruit Jars, sterling sliver can opener,
Ivory handled dish mop, manogany
bread mixer, gold lined stewing pots,
ivory rolling pin. cut glass lined ma
hogany refrigerator, inlaid kitchen ta
goiu
ble, hand carved teak Hour-Pidish pan, ostrich feather duster, dia
mond set sink strainer, art noveau
coffee mill, burnt leather sink splasher, Rookwood vinegar Jug.
How eccentric Mr. Frankly tries to
make himself appear at times."
"Eccentric?"
"Yes. I asked him how he liked the
Wagner concert, and he said he could
not understand the music."
Silver-mounte-

sod-roll-

x-x- -x-x-

WORD

FROM JOSH WISE.
I

!

.

A smooth
tongue c'n
crack a safe a good deal
neater Ih'n a stick uv
dynamite.

Jake Schaefer, the billlardist, Is ill
nt his home in Chicago.
"I am sorry," said the Insurance
agent to the man who had signed an
application for a policy, "but our medical examiner has decided you are not
Tl pood risk."
"What's the matter with him? Does
he think I'll squeal."

n,

By careful dieting and training. Sec
retary Taft has reduced his weight to
294 pounds. By reading a few news
papers that are talking about the Pan

ama canal he ought, to be able to bring
It down to about 200.

very best authority that Sir Thomas
LIpton has not yet given up the hope
of winning the America's Cup, and
that he is making plans now for another campalgH against the New York
Yacht Club next year, to win back the
coveted cup, for which he has tried
three times without success.
It is understood that Sir Thomas
is considering plans for the building
of a new challenger, which, he hopes,
to bring to the United States in 1907.
Just what plans he is making. Is not
yet known, but, Sir Thomas seems to
think that the next time he will be
able to make a better showing. It Is
understood that his next challenge
will be free from freakish overhangs
It is
and other freakish features.
even believed that he may bring a
schooner to the United States and
tbat the new loat will be built up to
the limit of that type allowed under
the terms or the deed of gift, which
is 11". feet on the water line.
Reaching a High Note.
you
If
are thinking of sending a
wedding present to Mr. and Mrs. Nick
but hesitate for fear somebody else
may have sent the same thing, here is
a list from which to choose without
possible danger of duplicating anybody's else gift :
Repousse wash boiler, rosewood

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and nil point North and East by the

ITEMS

FROM

Rock Island System

THE CAMP

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining care, chair care and coaches. For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Special Correspondence.
Magdulina, Feb. 1, P. E. Jonnson
and Prof. Timmons, mlnln men of
uoioratio springs, Colo., are giving this
section a complete investigation. Pro
fessor limmons states that this dis
trict has the best surface showing of
any district ever visited by him. He
has found leads that show numerous
minerals in paying quantities.
Tha El Paso Smelting company has
a group of claims that are showing
up good copper deposits awl which
they intend opening up in the spring.
The property of Henilng ft Stephenson
adjoins that of the El Paso Smelting
company, and the owners have been
offered a favorable proposition by
Denver parties for bonding this pro
perty. The Anchor claim ownei by
the lute Governor St. John, has been
leiised to Johnson & Timmlns, who in
tend opening the property with a large
force of workmen in the spring.
L. P. Garcia, of the firm of Garcia
& Garcia, has disposed of his Interests
in the merchandise business to Jose
Garcia y Ortega, and intends embark
lne In the sheen business.
One of the most fashionable weddings that ever took place In Magda- lona was solemnized at St. Magdalena
Catholic church Wednesday morning,
January 31. The contracting parties
were Miss Ixila Castillo, the beautiful
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Castillo,
one of the most prominent and weMtiv
families in Socorro county, and Boni
facio Landavazo, one of Magdalena's
The wedding
most promising sons.
ceremony was performed by Rev,
Father Martin, of Socorro, before
large assemblage of the friends of the
contracting narties. The bride was
necomnnnied l.y several of her friends
all of whom were attired in beautiful
white dresses. A reception followed
the ceremonv and In the evening
grand ball was given In honor of this
auspicious event.
Mr. Pete McFarland, well known in
Albuquerque, Is holding an important
ll
position with the
company at tnls place. He is one or
the most popular young men in mis
crowing little city.
Bert. Gamble, a rormer Aiouquerque
an. now of Magdalena, and umpire for
James Jeffries at the last fistic tour
nament. Is contemplating the starting
of a chicken ranch near Kelly. Those
hnvinir settines of choice stock will
nlease communicate with him.
Adolfo Torres & Brother, of Kelly
are enjoying a good trade in their line
of business. They are among tne loremost and enterprising citizens of thi

SIR THOMAS LIPTON
MAY TRY ONCE MORE
London, Jan. 31. It comes from the,'

-'-

For full particulars tee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

o

ON
DOWN IN ARIZONA.

SHEEP SHEARING

Sbeep hearing has commenced at
in Maricopa county. Arizona. At lieardsley, 750,000 to
100,MK) sheep will be shorn. Camubell,
Noble and Mclntyre, all big sheep
raisers of the northern part of the territory, are preparing to have their
shearing done at Beardsley.
llouck, another big raiser from the
northern part of Arizona, will have
his shearing done at Cave Creek. It
is estimated that between 60,000 and
75,0u0 sheep will be taken care of at
that place.
Mesa takes third place at importlMu4og ctmier. Scott
ance as a she

the several camps

R. STILES
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXA8.

DENVER
&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
'Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line frem
Santa Fa to Denver, Puebla and Colo-red- o
Springe, and all Colorado aolnU.
Connection at Denver and Puebla with
all line aaet and west. Time aa quick
and ratea as low ae by ether llnea,
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

tralna.

No tiresome

delaye at any atatlon.
For Illustrated advertlelng
matter
or Information, addreaa or apply

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A... Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Santa Fe Centra! Railway System

mlnlniT camD.
Miss Cavanaugh,

principal of the
public school at Magdalena, reports
that she has 125 children on Tier roll
book, and with the assistance of two
extra teachers is making the school
model one of this county.
W. W. McClellan, manager and
of the wholesale house of
Bachechl & Glomi, of Albuquerque,
paid this section a visit this week and
was successful In Introducing his line
of goods. We hope to see him often.
Mr. J. M. Allen, proprietor of the
Allen house, who is visiting his parents In Texas, will return to this place
about April 1.
Col. "Hutch." or Hutchinson, one oi
Kelly's first prospectors, and who sold
one of his claims some years ago for
$45,000, is still living In Magdalena,
almost penniless. He still holds some
valuable claims and Indications point
that he will again become the Croesus
of Magdalena.
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General Agent.

Becker-Blackwe-

book-keep-

V.

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parte
of the World.
.eC!l0o8 ,
rra,nc?.N M" wlth th E1 p" & Southwestern,
.
and
XalMd & PaciBc Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
the A'chUon- Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
!' with the Jh
Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
th Cblcag0' Rock l8land & Pclflo rail- way va Torrance11 M
-

Your buslnesa' respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS
B. B. GRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J' nh???;
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
and Pass. AgL
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt,
GENERAL OFFICES
.SANTA FE, N. M.

0- -

0

Cheap Rate to

COURT

Proceedings Yesterday.
The following business was transacted:
Case No. 1020, entitled Richard De
Pulma. and llernard Ruppe, plaintiffs
in error, vs. Jacob Weinman and JoIn error;
seph Harnett, defendants
motion for rehearing overruled. Mar-roMcMilleu and Reynolds attorneys for plaintiffs and Field and
Californians raise gold they don't mind much how. An easier way
Chllders attorneys for defendants.
las been found than that. It la now obtained by farming. The alchemy
Case No. 1143, entitled Charles E.
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
Donnelly, appellant, vs. R. B. Kelly,
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
et al., judgment of lower court affirmand assuring bank accounts. 'Tls being done every day in California.
ed upon motion of appellee, the apWouldn't it pay you to inquire Into this? Better yet, why not go there?
The best 3asket Ball Game of the pellant having failed to perfect transeason will be played at Casino ball, script, in time prescribed by law.
Case No. 1129, entitled United States
F.idiiy evening, Feb. 9th. The Univs.
Benito
versity and High School are the com- of America, appellant,
peting teams. The High School al- Mares and Anastacio Santistevan, apgame
pellees,
argued
to
and submitted. Lletheir credit
ready has one
wellyn and Medler attorneys for aptoward the championship.
o
pellant and Laughlln attorney for apFrom Albuquerque to almoet all points in California and to many places
pellee.
WOOD. WOOB.
in Arizona. Liberal atop over privileges.
Case No. 1130, entitled Jones Downs
Of all kinds and sizes, at the Clark-'ill- e
& company, appellee, vs.
Weld C.
Yards, 502 South First street.
On sale daily. February 15 to April 7, 1906. Tourist sleepers dally
Chandler, et al., appellants; argued
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
and submitted. Turner attorney for
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
appelleo and Appell attorney for apThe Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
pellants.
In its ruling In the case of Nick
Metx, appellant, vs. Martin S. Tierney,
published above in this article, the
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
supreme court has decided that a
man can build a fence as high as suits
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
his fancy regardless of the fact that
it prevents his neighbor from sitting
Eastbound.
in a window of his home and peering ...SANTA
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
a. in., departs 8:30 a. m.
out at passersby. Mr. Tierney In the
case erected Just such a fence on his
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. in., departs 12:0'J a. m.
property on South Third street, in Effective December 10,1905
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
this city, and the Mr. Metx mentionpress, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs.
ed above as appellant, sat down beWestbound.
Eastbound.
fore a window in his home with the
7:45 p. ni.
f
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives:
above result. Consequently the case
No. 426.
Stations.
No. 425.
was carried into court, where Judge
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
t
Abbott ruled that so long ns the fence ll:oii am l,v. Santa Fe Ar. 3:3upm
Westbound.
was built on private property It could 12:51pm
Espanola
pm
1:26
No. l, California Express, arrives 7:30 '
Mr. 2:11 p in
be constructed to any height.
12:26pm
Kmbudo
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
Metz, to fully settle the cas, carried
3:00pm
Harranca
11:30 pm NTo. 3, California Limited, arrives'
it to the higher court, where Judge
p
m
10:29pm 11:10 a. in., departs 11:20 a. in.
Servilleta
4:i2
Abbott's ruling was affirmed.
4:32 pin
10:00pm No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
Tres Piedras
C:4."ipm
8:10 pm
Antonltu
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:68.
Don't Deceive Yourself.
pm
8:30
Alamosa
6:49am No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m- you
have 3 too a. in
Don't deceive yourself. If
11:05pm
Pueblo
indigestion
take Kdol Dyspepsia 4 :35 a in
Colo. Springs
9:40pm No. 9, Mexico Southbound.
Express, departs 12 :H
Cure. It will relieve you. Rev. W. E. 7:30ani
Ar.
Lv.
7:00pm
Denver
p. tn.
says:
"I
Hoeutt. South Mills, N. C.
Train ston at Emhnrin for rtinnpr Local freight train. No. 99, southwas troubled with Indigestion for sevbound, departs at 6 a. m., and careral years; whatever I ate seemed to where good meals are served.
ries passengers.
cause heartburn, sour stomach, flutConnections.
deArrives From South.
tering of my heart, and generaldrugAt Antonlto, for Durango, Silverton No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:69
pression of mind ami body. My
a.
points.
intermediate
and
tn.
gist recommended Kodol. and It has
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and No. 10 makes all local stops east of
relieved me. I an now ftt anything Intermediate
points, via either the
Albuquerque.
Kodol
ulglit."
soundly
at
sleep
and
the standard gauge line via La veta Pass No. 1 ruus direct to Los Angeles.
digests what you eat. makes
strength-eninor the narrow gau;e via Sallda, mak- No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
btomaeh sweet. Palatable,
ing the entire trip in daylight and No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
and affords quick relief. Sold passing through
San Francisco.
the FAMOUS ROYAL
by all druggists.
GORGE.
Also for all point on the All trains daily.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
"How do you like the coffee?" the Creeda branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
landlady asked.
For eolda, coughs, bronchitis and all
Madame," replied the new boardor,
Denver, Colo.
and
lung dlsesses, use Compound Syup
"I could not retain my
A.
8.
Freljht
BARNEY,
so
anything
Traveling
of Eucalyptus. 60 cents a bottle at
at the sam time attackdefend Itself." and PaftSt'iijser Agent.
Ruppe'a.
weak that It ;oull not

California
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SUCH A BUSY YOUNG ONE!
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1908.

EI Paso & Southwestern System

Very Popular.

9

-

2,

Communication Made Easy

MAGDALENA

Contracting Parties Very Pop
ular-Min- ing
Claims Are

GREATER POWER.

tlod has put Into the hands of
our women at their own hearth- stone a power greater than that
which presidents or kings wield
and which Issues either 1n the
weal or woe of their children.
Dr. Peters.

FEBRUARY

BRILLIANT WEDDING

QUEEN OVER HEARTS OR QUEEN

The Rev. Madison

FRIDAY,

D.5R.G.sysiem
TTbRINCH...

g

self-respe- ct

FRIDAY.

2

FEBRUARY 2.
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REAL BEAUTY
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Grant Hancher. ThP capital stock Is
I5.0O0. divided Into 5,0(io shares of the
par value of
each. The company
begins business with $3,350. The
are
quality
unsurpassed
and
time of existence or the company is
the features In our mammoth
fixed at ftgty yours. The principal office Is located at Carlsbad, Eddy counfurniture emporium, which,
ty, In the office of the Carlsbad Curlow
price,
a
coupled
with
'
rent, and the principal agent is Wilrt makes a pleasing combinaliam H. Hill. The objects of the comtion to the eye as well as the
pany are to conduct a general printpotketbook. and appeals to
ing and publishing business and to secure lands and a plant necessary for
the artistic and economical
this purpose.
alike. See out line of dining
The Nogal Peak Cold Mining and
room sets, all prices; picMilling company. The incorporators,
deoriginal
new
In
and
tures
their postofflcu addresses and the number of shares owned by each, are:
signs, with frames finished
J. W. Hall, Memphis,
Tenn., 600
to match the furniture. Mail
shales; A. H. Forsyth. Koswell, N. M.
orders solicited.
5iM
shares; J. o. Hamilton, Roswell,
0 X. M., 50u shares; .1. A. Norman, RosJ. D. EMMONS,
COR. COAL. AVB. & 2b ST. 9 well, 500 shares; C. A. Caldron,
5io shares. The capital stock of
474. West and of viaduct. Y
the company Is 1,ihm,(mio, divided Into
Colo, phone, 177; Auto phone,
1,00(1,000 shares of the par value of
The time of existence of
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO he each.
company is fix id at fifty yenrs.
The principal office is located at Roswell. in Chaves county, and the principal agent In charge is .1. O. Hamilton. The objects of the company
are to conduct a general mining and
milling business; to secure real estate, machinery and other necessary
equipments and to deal In stocks.
SEVERAL CANDIDATES FOR
PENITENTIRY POSITION.
The street has it that there are now
thrte candidates for the position of
superintendent
of the penitentiary,
namely, John U. de Mier of Alamo-gordwho served in that position unfor
der the Prince administration,
over a year; Fred Fornoff, United
AlbuquerStates deputy marshal at
que, and J. K. Wood, railway mall
clerk of this city, says the Xew Mexican. The truth of (he reports could
not be established, but they are floating about town.
o,

9

if

Jim Corbett has made a hit In a
Bernard Shaw play. Of course, he
can no longer retain the title of "Gentleman Jim."

O

'
Hero Is a problem.
The problem Is how to account for the solution.
For the railroad freight rale from Chicago to Spokane, Wash., Is (lie
same as that to Seattle, Wash., and back ngain to Spokane.
If a Spokane man were to buy some Limburger cheese in the east and
wanted it to attain a ripe old age en route (and did not care to let It walk)
he could have it stay on the train until It pot to Seattle, and then have it
sent back to him. And this without additional cost.
He would, so to speak, get it at Spokane, via Spokane.
Would you believe it. the Spol;ane man. in spite of this, does not appreciate the kindness of .the railroads.

oooooooocoooocooooococ- -

RAILROAD TOPICS

HAVE YOU GOT ONE?
The 1906 World Almanac and Encyclopedia la a tabloid library of reference. It fits the pocket both in sise
and price and there Is more solid fact
and figure tn its 680 pages than in a
whole shelf full of costly encyclopedias. That Is why the voluminous
publications are "6helved." The Almanac buyer carries his reference library In his pocket. It is a "people's
book" for the man who cannot alTord
a library display and for the man who
can afford it, but wants practical
knowledge quickly. It Is not written
beyond the understanding of any man.
To se eit is to buy It! It is Its own
It Is the most
best advertisement!
active agent for the dissemination of
quick and practical knowledge ever
presented to the public.

TOUR EUROPE" FREE

CITIZEN.

PACK SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

CHANGE

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Is all we ask In order to demonstrate
the wonderful merit of Hostetter's All
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Stomach Bitters In cases of Stomach,
Steam 8ausage Factory,
Liver of llowel disorders. You'll be
agreeably surprised and wonder why Masonic EMIS KLEINWORT,
Building, North Third StreeL
you suffered so long when the me II
cine to cure you was within your xxxxxxxxxTxrxxtrxxxxxxxxix
reach.
LUMUuN

h

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

ULUB

AND

FEED STABLES

H

y Corner

BITTERS

LIVERY

Wholesale Grocers

Second

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and Marquette.

the only medicine yon need to cure
Poor Appetite, Flatulency, Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Chills, Cotos,
Grippe, Coitiveness or Biliousness.
Is

DID YOU SEE

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

HIM?
WHAT DID

Ht

C. GRANNIS,
Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Alhnnnorniia
Va

DO?

f(
jggxxxxtxTTxrxxxxxxxxxxxx

DID HE SEE HIS SHADOW
AND
SCURRY
BACK,
OR REMAIN
ABOVE GROUND?

I

FAVORITISPil IN RAILROAD RATES

FAIR

A

Hos-wel-

ooovJ

EVENING

ALBU JUEKOUE

1906.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j
m
M
M

FOUND AT LAST

PIONEER BAKE BY

SIMON

BALLIXG. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Broe )
beWEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
ing heurd on all sides today.
Wo desire patronage and we guar"Did you see him?'
antee first class baking.
207 3. First Street.
"Who?"
Albuquerque.
"Why, the Arctomys numax, of
course."
Established in 1882
"Awfully simple. Isn't It?"
&TCO.
But perhaps to some it Is not so simSole agents for Casino Canned Goods
ple.
Jas.
Co.'s
Ilekln ft
Coffees, "Im
Know you. then, that Arctomys
boden's Granite Flour.
monax Is the correct name of that little Amcrlcau rodent, more familiarly
known as the "groundhog," or wood-chucand it is this day, February
Groceries
2nd. that, the little fellow makes his
first appearance after his winter of
HilUboro creamery Butter Best on
hibernation.
Earth.
Aud, according to the superstition,
upon his actions this day, depends the
Solicited"!
Orders
Free Delivery.
future conditions of the weather.
114 South
teou Street.
Coming forth, after his long sleep, he
casts a knowing eye above, to ascertain the weather conditions, present
and future. Then he ventures forth
riRE
Into the light of today.
INSURANCE.
secretary
Mutual
Building
Now comes the crucial moment.
Office at J. c Raldrldges
Farther and farther from his bole
yard.
the groundhog proceeds.
Then he
stops. With a fearful looks he glances
TOTI A OR API
behind him.
"Did you see him? What did he Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Hay
do?"
Grain and Fuel.
For. know you. that If he Saw his Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
shadow, woe Is our portion, for, verily,
and Cigars. Place ?our orders for
It meaneth a Inte season, protracted
this line with us.
winter, and all sorts of uncomfortable
13
NORTH THIRD STREET.
weather and climatic conditions.
If. however, there was no bugaboo
M. DRAGOIE
of a shadow to scare him back to his
hole, then he proceeds on his wav re
Dealers In
joicing, and future settled weather
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
conditions are assured, no matter
what the Ignorant and unknowing Groceries, Cigars and
Tobacco, and
weather bureau man may sav to the
Und of Fresh Meat
contrary.
300 North Broadway, Corner or Wash
For the groundhog has spoken, and Ington Avenue. ALBUQUERDE.N.
M
It must be so!
"Did you see him? What did he
A. D.
do?"
"Did you see him?'
This was the question that was

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our !
ready well equipped launder? a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them

are just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them tothe?
us
and we will straighten them out for you.

vxecttxyooooooocoocoooooos
"GOOD

HORSES!"

WHY
HARNESS
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment Is
In keeping with their worth. We have
reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost nny time you ask it. Please ask.
NOT GOOD

Staple and Fancy

k,

"cKWfS8"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

F. C. RRATT

A. E. WALKER,

ALBUQUERQUFCARRIAGE

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gnfal Balldlag Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

216-217

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

BAiN
and

JOHNSON

Stable room is at a premium at the
Oakland. Cal., track, and 50 new stalls
THE COURIER JOURNAL TO TAKE are tieing built on the only available
YOUNG
NINETEEN
WOMEN room for the horses that are being
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.
shipped from Ascot. Park.
The Courier-Journis conducting
MERCHANT TAILORING
a popularity contest that eclipses anything of the kind ever promoted In
that section. Briefly, the Courier UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Journal proposes to take on a seven-week- s'
RAILROAD
AVENUE, 0. BAMtour abroad nineteen young
BINI, PROPRIETOrt.
women from Kentucky and southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
My merchant tailoring siop Is
day the party leaves Ixmisville, July
over No. 209 West Railroad ave12. until it returns to "The Old Kennue, where I solicit
patronage of
tucky Home," August 29. To give all the public. All work the
guaranteed first
a chance the Courier-Journbas di- class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
vided Louisville and Kentucky and perience In the business. Suits made
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis- to siucr. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
tricts, and the most popular young repaired.
The specific I use will not
woman from each district is to be the Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
one to make the tour. The nineteenth also cleaned and walking
skirts made
young lady Is to be selected In an- to order. Give me a
trial.
other way. Readers of the Courier-JournO. BAMBINI.
are to select the guests for
the paper, by ballot, it is estimated
that the trip alone will cost the Courier-Journal
about $15,000, to say
nothing of Incidental and other necessary expenses. There may be a young
woman from this section who is a
candidate for this tour. Write the
Courier-Journa- l,
Louisville, Ky., for a
list of candidates and full details of Steps Should Be Taken at Once to
the tour.
Prevent Further Trouble.
Common Colds Are the Cause of Many
Here In Albuquerque, as In othar
Serious Diseases.
cities and towns, dyspepsia and stomPhysicians who have gained a na- ach troubles
are ensnaring victims In
tional reputations as analysts of the a most Insidious way.
cause of various diseases, claim that
a
Use
now and soothe the
if catching cold could be avoided a irritated
of the stomach
and
long list of dangerous ailments would strengthenwalls
gastric follicles so
never be heard of. Every one knows that they willthepour out
their daily supthat pneumonia and consumption orig- ply of digestive materials
with reguinate from a cold, and chronic ca- larity.
The nthe headaches, sleeptarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and lessness, specks before the eyes, poor
lung troubles are aggravated and rend- appetite, tired feelings
nervousered more serious by each fresh at- ness will disappear, and and
you can eat
tack. Do not risk your life or Like, what you want at any time you
like.
chances when you have a cold.
Just one little tablet out of a
Cough
Chamberlain's
Kemedy
tll
box before meals,
a few days
cure It before these diseases develop. and you will soon regainfor
perfect health
This remedy contains no opium, mor- and strength, and have no
fear of inphine or other harmful drug and has digestion or
stomach troubles. Ask
thirty years of reputaMon back of it. J. H. O'Rlelly
& Co. to show you the
rained by its cures under every condi- guarantee under which they sell this
tion. For 3.t. t by a i druggists.
remedy.

OLD

BRICK

W. C. Rurkholtz, a Santa Fe coast
lines engineer, is in the Santa Fe Pacific hospital suffering with a severe
attack of rheumatism.

James Carrol, traveling engineer for
the Santa Fe, left last night for Gallup, wliere he will remain several
days transacting company business.
coaches for the
railway passed
through the city last night en route
to the city of Mexico from the factory.
Two new
Mexican
Central
first-clas-

s

TO

GOES

THE RATON LINE.
.1. .1.
Brick, formerly with the El
i'aso & Northeastern line at Alamo-gordor late at Douglas, In the material department of the Southwestern,
has been appointed material agent of
tne St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific, with headquarters at Raton, N.
M. Circulars announcing the appointment have Just been Issued.
E. J. Dedman, formerly purchasing
agent for the Xortheastern, under
whom Mr. Brick was employed on the
Xortheastern, Is general manager of
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &

The Santa Fe air car. which was in
Albuquerque a couple of weeks ago.
returned this morning from a trip to
OFFICIAL MATTERS
El Paso and Denting, stopping at San
Marclnl while rn route.
SEVERAL COMPANIES ORGANIZE
AND
FILE
INCORPORATION
A. C. Armstrong, of Chicago, a mePAPERS.
chanical expert for the Santa Fe system, who has been In the city for a
The following articles of incorporafew days on company business,
left tion have been filed In the office of
last night for a trip over the coast Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
lines.
in the capitol building:
Copy of articles of Incorporation of
Ed. Baunian, head brakeman on No. the Durango
Planing Mill and Luma homestead
9, has recently taken
ber company, a foreign concern. Wilnear Denting, and contracted with R. liam
B.
Charles E. Herr and
E. Powell, government surveyor, to William Herr.
S. Pickerill,
incorporators.
so
correctly locate his boundaries,
The capital stock Is $20,000, divided
that he can begin work on his land Into 2oii shares
of the par value of
within the next thirty days.
$100 each.
The principal place of
H. It. May. of Temple. Texas, h is business is in La Plata county, Colaccepted a position as stenographer in orado. The objects of the corporation
to operate, saw and planing mills;
the office of I. .1. Custer, storekeeper are
manufacture lumber, sashes, doors,
for the Santa Fe, the vacancy occur- to
ring through the fact that Miss Xel- - mouldings and building materials of
all kinds; to buy and sell (wholesale
lie Wayne, at present in the store-- ; or
retail) building materials of all
keeper's department, will not go to
kinds; to deal in hay, grain, feed and
San Bernardino when the offices are coal;
to engage In architectural and
moved to that city on February 16.
work on buildings.
She will work up to the time of the construction
The Carlsbad Publishing company,
rtmoval of the offices, however.
the incorporators all of whom own
Gardiner l.athron, general solicitor 670 shares each and reside In Carlsfor the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe bad. They are William Hull, Charles
Railroad company, bas announced that R. Brice, John L. Emerson and E.
the purchase bv the Santa Fe of the
Denver. Enid & Gulf, mention of
which purchase was made in these
columns at the time, means the con
.frTSYTfls
struction if an extension to a Santa
Fe connection, at Podge City, Kan.,
thereby giving Guthrie, Okla., direct
connections with Denver. In addition
to (his, the Santa Fe has started u
corps of engineers out of Los Angeles for the purpose of locating a
direct line .( railroad into Searchlight,
Nov., to be a feeder from Barnwell, a
miles.
distance of about twenty-si-
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BY A TRAIN

AND BADLY INJURED.
J. seph F. McCarty sat down on the
track of the Pecos Valley railroad yesterday on First street and was struck
by

the northbound

passenger

train,

ays the P.oswell Record. Ilia collar
bane was broken and he was badly
bruised. He sat with his back to the

k 4

SANTA FE'S SHORT LINE
TO THE PACIFIC COAST.

dispatch from Amarlllo,
A special
Ninety-fTexas dated January 31, says: cut-of- f
miles of the Santa Fe
ive
has been completed from Texicowest.
miles has been put
Of this, twenty-fivIn condition for heavy traffic. There
road
are about 125 miles more of the open
to be completed, when It will coast,
the short route to the PacificGlorleta
avoiding the Raton and
mountains in New Mexico and reducing passenger time between Chicago and San Francisco from eight
from
to fifteen hours, and fast freightcompletwenty to thirty hours. On
tion of this cut off. the Southern Kansas line will be practically rebuilt,
- to r:rrv
heavy
n
r4
equipment ust .1 on the through bh'V- e

ti

tp

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
Albuquerque,

Sampson wind mills, ranch Dumos
ana supplies ana norse-powe- r
pump- II uuinia.
Automatic
'Phone, 308.
Colorado

Ensnaring
Victims

wam- -

.J

w

chrt

HAND IN HAND

plumbing and good health.
We attend to sanitary plumbing and
yours will be the good health. Nor
do we charge much more than you'd
have to pay for
work. Your Interests
as
well as ours conserved by seeing us.

PEACH& CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone,
N.

slip-sho-

635. office, 20. H
West Gold Avenue.

B. A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,
Room 5,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOS)

Auto phone, 671.

You best satisfaction

In

work.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

mill

...OUR.,.

MILL

KXXXXXPOOOOOOOOO
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Amarlcmn Block Q

ML
CO
$6.00 Per
.

MILL

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
Is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, hut it is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "bit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

Ton

COKE

WOOD

KINDLING

The Williams Drug Co.
117

W.H.Hahn&Co
BOTH 'PHONES
sXXXXOCOOCOCOCOCKXXDCOCOOOS)

IT

.WJi.W.a

&

Colorado phone 284.

WE GIVE

Ctrrlllot

N. M,

Go good

Red 131,
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train and the step pf the engine hit

him. He was taken to the office of
Dr. Joyner and given the necessary
treatment. He is a stranger In Roswell.

,nJ.Kijrl)Er&Co.
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Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
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Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, assist- Ice, and the Pecos Valley line from
ant attorney for the Santa Fe in Xew Amarillo to Mexico will be rebuilt.
Mexico, Is Jn the. city from I. as Vegas.

CO.
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of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santo Fc Railway

n..4-- ui
uuquerque, ix. m., at....
cuuui
the junction of the Main Line or the banta b'e system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and noints east to San Francisco. Los Anereles. El Paso and Old Mexico
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1,000 business and re ldence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school home, costsod
ing 116,000; churches. Commercial club; s population of 1.600 Inhabitants; largest
mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine,
In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city tn the near future cannot be estimsted.
beans and
70-fo-

htj

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THP SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well rrSed, (mlny 0f them improved by cultivation) ;
s
We need a
bskery. tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shot, plsnloa mm.
no san i or gral
coal sod wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc , etc. Also s flrst-clssmodern hotel.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
first-clas-

s

JUiiXM

The
Belen Town and Improvement Company
BUUKUtt, Frosidentj
WM.
BERGER.
M.
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LOCAL AND

PERSONA Tj
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DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair tonight and Saturday.

STYLISH SHOES
HAVE THE SNAP AND FINISH
the beauty of your foot to the
best advantage and single you out as being well
dressed.

THEY

--

They fit smoothly, keep the heel from slipping, support the Instep
and give comfort to the toes,
Solid leather and good workmanship la used in their conduction,
and therefore, wear well and hold their shape.
$3.50 to
MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES
$2.50 to $4.00
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES
$2.00 to $3.50
MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
$3.50 to $4.00
WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES
$1.65 to $3.50
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES
.....$1.00 to $2.50
SHOES FOR BOYS OR GIRLS
M-0-

jpg

New Goods

fatofe

:

k

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

118

and

120

South Second St
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T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox

The Hickox -- Maynard Co.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

Sooth Second Street

The Arch Front
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Money to Loan

DIAMONDS

:

Jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

All sizes and values; watches, rings and general

Pawn Broker
HENRY YANOW, the
a
rQT
in

daii Dnin

VA7

Private entrance on side streeL

r--

i
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Ltmibey,
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.

Sas;

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERETT

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

II

Sun rose at 7:01 and set at 5:27,
making the day 10 hour and 26 minutes long; or but one minute longer
than was yesterday. The moon will
set at 1:12 tonight. Richard Henry
Dana, American poet and prose writer, died on this day In 1879.
The
weather today has been without a
flaw.

O. Iowers is visiting friends
the metropolis from las Vegas.

Miss
in

Porn, to Attorney and Mrs. Thonins
Montoya, of Old Albuquerque a girl.
M. O. Cliadbourno was a passenger
for New York last, night. He will be
absent several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. O. O. Russell find Miss
Gertrude Mesley, of Greeley, Colt)., are
in the city for a few days' visit with
friends.
Edgar Bass, formerly In business in
Morgan City, I,a., has removed to this
city where he intends to make his future home.
Special Officer Charlos Mainz, of
the Santa Fe system, was In the city
last evening from Isleta. on company
business.
Colonel and Mrs. C. C. Mlnnls, of
this cily, are entertaining their daughter, .Mrs. Thomas Scully, and Mrs.
I.eUaron, of I.a Juna, Colo.
C. E. Hubbard, cashier of the Alva-riulcurio, left this morning for Chicago, where he will recuperate and
visit friends a few weeks.
Alfred Grunsfeld and family are
this week entertaining Mr. and Mrs.
Kdward Austrian, of Chicago, who will
remain in the city for several days.
J. C. Ualdridge has sold, through the
Porterfleld Heal Estate company, his
residence at 610 South Broadway, to
J. S. Strickland, consideration, $2,600.
R. M. Turner, district attorney for
Grant county, passed through the city
last night en route home from attending supreme court at Santa Fe. Mrs.
Turner accompanied him.
Max GiiBsaroff, formerly a Second
street cigar dealer, left last night for
Denver, where he goes to purchase
pool and billiard tables for his Railroad avenue pool room.
Rev. A. P. Morrison, superintendent
cf English missions of the Methodist
church of New Mexico and Arizona
arrived from tho south this morning,
and is spending the day in the city
R. A. Marble, a civil engineer doing
a large business in the Estancla val
ley locating Bettlers, Is transacting
business In the city. Mr. Marble says
that Torrance county Is settling up
fast.
A Raymond & Whitcomb excursion
train, comiOEd of seven Pullman and
a diner, passed through the city this
afternoon en route west ag the second section of No. 3. The passengers
were mostly from east of Chicago.
Dr. T. H. Wells has purchased from
the Porterfleld Real Estate company,
a lot at 910 South Etlith street, and
will erect a brick store building thereon. He will put in a grocery stock
as booh as the building is completed.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who has' been
attending the Stock Growers' convention in Denver, has left that city,
according to advices received here,
for Chicago, and will visit the national
capital before returning to Albuquero

are being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
bed-ioc-

kx

We invite

que.
A. S. Goodrich, who

presided as
cashier at the Washington Life In
surance company's office, until It quit
doing business In the territory, has
r
accepted a position as
for the Rothenberg & Schloss Cigar
company.
1). L. Taylor, a wealthy resident of
Trinidad, Colo., Is In the city in at
tendance on his wife, who Is serl
ously ill. Mrs. Taylor's son, county
treasurer of Las. Animas county, has
also arrived in Albuquerque and Is at
his mother s bedside.
Probably one of tho largest crowds
of the season will be out tonight to
witness the championship game of
ball between tho Majors and
the Original Minors, for the championship of New Mexico. The game will
be pulled off in the Casino building.
The fabled woodchuck had only to
Ulck his nose out of his hole this
morning to see his shadow, for a
brighter and more delightful day than
this could not be issued by the weath
er man, and according to tradltiou,
six
winter weather is to continue
weeks longer.
The socialist party of Albuquerque,
its loaders and henchmen, are already discussing their plans for the
coming spring election. A prominent
socialist politician stated today that
their party would put a full ticket in
the field at the April .election, and that
they expected to poll more votes this
election than they did in April, 1904
There Is a rumor in circulation at
Santa Fe that Col. G. W. Prichard,
attorney general of New Mexico, is
arranging to retiro from office in a
short time in order to devote his time
book-keepe-

In the future to his own legiil prac
tice and to private mining matters.
Albuquerque will, no doubt, among
her leiral liehts. have a candidate for
the office of attorney general.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred II. lwbower. oi
Cripple Creek, Colo., are in the city,
coming In from a visit to southern
They are
California tills morning.
spending today here, continuing this
evenln gon their Journey homeward.
Mr. Uerbower is In the real estate,
Insurance and mining buslnes at Cripple Creek, and Is a particular friend
of Maynard (IumuI and R. W. Madden.
Tonight at 8 o'clock there will be
a meeting of the members of the Mosa
Agricultural Park association for the
purpose of ratifying the incorporation
papers which were filed in the territorial secretary's office at Santa Fe,
and which have been returned. Officers and directors of the new incorporation will also be appointed and
elected at tonight's meeting, which
will be held over Zolger's cafe.
A solid rar of scenery accompanies
Florence. Roberts this year. Those of
who saw
Albuquerque's theater-goerMiss Roberts in her three performances here last year, know that they
s
expect a
entertainment ou
her return. Miss Roberts Is starring
this year for John Cort, on? of the
show magnates of the conn
try. Mr. Cort expects to return this
way next year with five shows.
The jewelry stock of T. Y. Maynard
who has consolidated with George W.
Hickox, has been moved into the
Hickox store, and today the new firm,
under the firm name o. Hickox &
Maynard, are, ready for business. The
new consolidation makes one of tne
strongest Jewelry firms In New Mex
ico or the southwest, and it is safe
to say that Bticcess will bo their por
tion. Notice their "ad. elsewhere in
these columns.
The New Mexican is authority for
the statement that A. J. Loomls, for
merly deputy internal revenue collec
tor for the district of New Mexico and
Arlzonu, will soon start a democratic
weekly newspaper, at Santa Fe.
entering t he employ of Uncle
Sam, sixteen years ago, Mr. Loomls
published the Woekly Eagle at Silver
City. He never sold the plant, nut
had the material packed into boxes
and they are now ready to lie shipped
from Silver Oity to Santa Fe.
George M. Harrison and family, of
Paw Paw, Mich., arrived in Albuquer
que last evening and will remain sev
eral days In the city visiting with
their eon, E. S. Harrison, who has
been in this city for some time for
the lienefit of his health. Mr. Harrison, Sr., is a clothing merchant in the
Michigan city, and is also president of
the First National bank of Paw Paw.
After a few days spent In the metrop
olia of Now Mexico they will go to
Santa Barbara for a few weeks.
s
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We are Just as anxious to sell you
good shce polishes as we are to sup
ply you with reliable footwear.
We

carry the best gradta that have been
in the market for years, and demon
strated that they not only Improve
the looks of your shoes, but make

them wear longer. Ten, fifteen and
twenty-fivcents per package. C
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

FRIDAY,

DELIGHTED

Two ladles stopped In front of the
Racket store's Second Ht root riianlflV
window
this mornlne. "Oh. Grace.
aren't those fine?" was the eiacula- lon of one of the fair ones, as she
looked long and searchlngly Into the
winnow prorusely
adorned with ladles' handsomely silk embroidered
Inen lawn stock collars.' "Aren't they'
sweet?" escaped from the lips of
Grace, almost before her com nan Ion
had finished speaking. "Oh, dear, but
would like one, Maude." remarked
Grace in a manner most earnest. "I
don't like the Idea of paying thirty- nve cents for them, though, because
the ones I Tiave are good yet, but not
hnir so pretty as these." "Why, you
foolish girl, they are not thirty-fivcents, but only a dime. You must be
mind.
See, the card there says so."
Grace looked. "Of course It does.
That's awfully cheap. I never bought
collar in my life for less than a
quarter. When does It say the spe
cial sale begins oh, yes, tomorrow,
Saturday. I must get down before all
the best ones are gone, for there will
Come
be a big rush unquestionably.
over, Maude, and we will go down
town together."
Maude said she
would, and the two girls separated.
e
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TODAY

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
HUNDRED,
ORDS FIVE
ALL ARE NEW.

(

Learnard & Llndemann, "the square
music dealers," report the arrival or
5D0 new Victor talking machine records. All owners of Victor talking
machines now have an excellent opportunity to secure a choice selection
of new records.
Since Learnard & Llndemann re
duced the price of reosrds from $1 to
fide, they report that it has been al
most Impossible to supply the un
precedented demand Tor machines ana
records.
You are invited to call and inspect
the new stock.

BETWEEN RIO PUERCO AND

GAL-LU-

TOO

LATE

Oyster Definitions

TO CLASSIFY

WANTED Girl for general house
work. Apply mornings at 518 west
Copper avenue,
WANTED Highest cash price paid
household goods. M.
for second-hanEllison, 405 South First street. Colo.
phone, Red 131.
FOR SALE Family horse, with bug
gy.
Mrs. Gertie Reid, 715 boum
Edith street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, modern conveniences; also one flat for
housekeeping, furnished complete.
Apply Mrs. E. W. Davis, 414 South
Third street.

Positive Comparative
Superlative

d

Sealshipt

Good Oysters

Better Oysters
Sealshipt Oysters
-

Oysters

in

Sealshipt

Carriers

ass Smtmm as?
Sealshipt Blue Points

$10 75
-- o-

oototooooootoe

Try a Citizen want ad.
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BIRDSELL WAGON
THE
,

8

"THE WORLD'S BEST.

.

o
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THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
113-115-1-

17

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

Writf. for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
RANCH EGGS
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
i
VALLEY
RIO GRANDE
'
LIVERY,
SALE FEED AND TRANSCHAMPIONSHIP. RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE
TERRITORIAL
GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE J. F. PALMER, 601 NORTH FIRST
FER STABLES
FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 2. STREET.
CASINO,
DANCE AFTER GAME.
Horses and Mulea bought and ex- o
For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all

BASKET BALL.
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE

' Pound Sale.
pony,
White
branded II on the left
Hoadmaster Hutchinson, on the di- hip, will
be sold at auction nt the city
vision west from Albuquerque, is in
morning, at 10 o'clock.
the city, for the purpose of organiz- hall, Saturday THOS. McMILUN.
ing a force of 100 men to take with
Marshal.
him to Rio Puorco. He hopes to leave
o
tonight with the men for the west, a
810 75
number of whom are from Mexico and
came in from El Paso this morning.
Mr. Hutchinson tells The
Citizen that the road bed between Rio
Puerco and Gallup, a distance of 100
miles, will be almost entirely rebuilt ;
the old rails taken up ami replaced
steel, and the road put
with
In Ruch condition that troubles and
WHOLESALE
delays from washouts occasioned by
rains, snows and heavy rises in the
Rio Puerco will be a thing of the past.
I
says iln working
Mr. Hutchinson
:,no
Increase,)
to
men,
force will be
and a consignment of nat.lves from
Mexico will undoubtedly arrive every
morning until Mr. Hutchinson cries
"Enough!"
ON SANTA FE PACIFIC.
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JOHN PHILLIPS, WILLIAM ALLEN
WHITE AND MISS TARBELL, TO
REMAIN THREE DAYS IN ALBU
QUERQUE.

FOR HUNDRED MiLES

on

O0OOOOOOOCO

$10 75

EXPECTED TONIGHT

IMPROVEMENT

1906.

TWO GIRL8 SURPRISED AT PRICE
OF
LINEN LAWN 8ILK EMBROIDERED STOCK COLLARS.

CELEBRATED WRITERS'

BIG

2,

WITH WINDOW

e

For three days, beginning with to
night, on the arrival of train No.
Albuquerque will be host to three of
the most distinguished American writ
ers of the day Mr. John Phillips, ed
itor of McClure's Magazine; Mr. Wil
liam Allen White, editor of the Em
poria Gazette, and the author of some
of the moat popular of the modern
day books of fiction; and Miss Ida
Tarbell. Mr. White and Mr. Phillips
are accompanied by their wives.
The party will arrive in a private
car, attached to No. 1, and while in
the city will occupy rooms reserved
for them at the Alvarado. A few days
ago the Associated Press sent out dis
patches announcing that this trio of
writers had gone to Colorado to write
on corporations doing business in that
state, but it now becomes evident that
in this the Associated Press was at
fault, ra,s their stop in Colorado
amounted, to only a short sojourn at
Colorado Springs, and they are now en
route to California. The stop in Albu'Hterque will probably 1e of three
days' duration. The purpose has not
been given out, but It is hinted that
the fitness of the territories for statehood will be the subject of several
well based articles which will appear
in some of the leading publications in
the near future.

FEBRUARY

FROM

changeu
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
50 cents a bottle at
of Eucalyptus.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Kuppe's.
Second street, between Railroad and
DANCE!
DANCE!
AT
DANCE!
TOMORROW
HALL
Coppor avonnes.
COLOMBO
NIGHT. GENTLEMEN, 50c; LADIES
FREE.
S10 75

Kvi-iiiii-

BEAT

QHCE

SALE

S ATTRACTING

THE ATTENTION

of the city's
most economical buyers. The men and women
who know the value of money and who appreci

BURGLARY.

Protect youreolf against liurslars by
taking out a National burul.i.r i Mcv
'

Men's and Boys' Suits

with

Gold

E.L. WASHBURN CO.

V.

112

South Thirl street.

PIECES

When In need of
raslons." call on us a:i.i
ou what we can
how moderate the c..r
!

122
S. Second

H. KENT,

FLORAL

V

STUDY OUR WINDOWS
119

F. MYERS

HARDWARE

Proprietors

Auto. Phone 185

ate good values, are buying our

at a saving to them of from $2 to $4 per suit.
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RETAIL

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197

FSiOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.
AND INSPECT
CALL the
Southwest.

J
H

We are

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

sa- w

tell you

"ffisT

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 716.

21 5 West
ALBUQUERQUE,

Railroad Ave.
NEW MEXICO

H
M

